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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

COVID-19 Injection Campaign Violates Bioethics Laws

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

Safety data analysis and reporting in clinical trials of the COVID jabs appear to have

been manipulated in at least some cases. One method for manipulating randomized

clinical trial safety data is to only analyze the “per protocol” treatment group (those

who completed all doses and were fully compliant with the study design) as opposed

to “intent to treat” which would include all patients that have signed informed consent

"

For example, if a participant only accepted one dose and trial protocol called for two,

under a “per protocol” analysis, adverse events they experienced would be dismissed

and not included in the safety analysis. This is a classic way to manipulate safety data

in clinical research, and it's usually forbidden

"

Since the COVID shots only have emergency use authorization, they are experimental

products and, as such, they are not authorized for marketing

"

Bioethics are written into federal law. As an experimental trial participant, you have the

right to receive full disclosure of any adverse event risks. Full disclosure of risks is not

being done, and in fact is being suppressed

"

Adverse event risks must also be communicated in a way that you can comprehend

what the risks are, and the acceptance of an experimental product must be fully

voluntary and uncoerced. Enticement is strictly forbidden

"
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As the inventor of the messenger RNA (mRNA) vaccine platform, Dr. Robert Malone is

one of the most qualiRed individuals to opine on the beneRts and potential risks of

this technology.

His background includes a medical degree from Northwestern University, a master's

degree from Salk Institute, a bachelor's degree in biochemistry from UC Davis, a

Giannini fellowship in pathology and a post-graduate fellowship in global clinical

research at Harvard.

He taught pathology to medical students for about a decade at the University of

Maryland and the University of California Davis, and then became an associate

professor of surgery at Uniformed Services, University of the Health Sciences, where

he launched a major research institute focused on breast cancer and high-throughput

screening in genomics for breast cancer.

After that, he helped found a company called Inovio, which has brought forth a

number of gene therapy discoveries, including vaccines, and the use of pulsed

electrical Relds as a delivery method. After 9/11, a colleague at the University of

Maryland's department of business and economic development connected him with

Dynport Vaccine Company, a startup that had received a DoD contract to manage its

biodefense products.

"That's when I transitioned from being more of an academic to the advanced

development world of clinical research, regulatory affairs, project

management, compliance, quality assurance — all of that stuff that goes into

actually making a product," Malone explains.

"It was a huge epiphany that the world really didn't need more academic

thought leaders and [that] I was wasting my time focusing on that. What the

world really needed was that people understood the underlying technology
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and the discovery research world, but also understood advanced

development, which is that drug development is a highly-regulated world.

And there aren't very many of those.

So, I set out to become really expert in that latter part and worked with the

government, particularly in biodefense and vaccine development, for a

couple of decades. And that brings me to the present.

I've captured a couple of billion dollars in grants and contracts for companies

that I've worked with, and clients from the government, from BARDA

[Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority], from the

Department of Defense and others."

COVID-19 'Vaccines' Are Gene Therapy

I've been accused of falsely stating that these COVID shots are not vaccines but gene

modifying interventions. However, even Malone agrees with this statement, and as

the inventor of the technology, he should know. He points out that in Germany, by law

you cannot refer to this technology as a genetic vaccine or gene therapy vaccine. "The

German government has speciRcally outlawed the use of gene therapy-based vaccine

as a term," he says.

With his background, and having received the COVID shot himself, he can hardly be

called an "anti-vaxxer" and/or someone who doesn't believe in gene therapies. Yet, he

recently went public with concerns about the safety of rolling out this kind of

technology on a mass scale, and the unethical ways in which they're being promoted.

As has become the trend, he was immediately censored. Wikileaks even went so far

as to erase him from the historical section of the mRNA vaccine page and his own

personal Wikipedia page was removed. All references to Malone inventing the mRNA
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technology were removed and attributed to a variety of institutions instead.

Blowing the Whistle

Malone's public involvement with the COVID jab issue began with a short essay

re_ecting on the bioethics of the current campaign to get a needle in every arm. This

essay grew out of a conversation he'd had with a Canadian physician. Malone's essay

catalyzed an interview with Bret Weinstein in June 2021 on the DarkHorse Podcast.

This isn't the Rrst time Malone has spoken out against unethical behavior in science.

He was also a whistleblower in the Jesse Gelsinger death case,  back in 1999.

Gelsinger was a young man who had a rare metabolic disorder called ornithine

transcarbamylase deRciency syndrome (OTCD), where dangerous amounts of

ammonia build up in your blood.

He'd been diagnosed at the age of 2, and was managing his condition with a regimen

of nearly 50 drugs a day. At 17, Gelsinger signed up for an investigational gene

therapy. Like the COVID shots, the therapy involved injecting a gene attached to an

adenovirus, which would be integrated into his DNA to permanently produce an

enzyme that prevents ammonia buildup.

Gelsinger was the 18th person to receive the gene therapy, and while the others had

only experienced mild side effects, Gelsinger had a severe response after scientists

at the University of Pennsylvania administered adenoviruses doses that were far

above what had been approved by the corresponding safety committee.

Gelsinger became disoriented and developed jaundice and acute in_ammation,

followed by a rare blood clotting disorder and multi-organ failure. He was dead within

days. Even a decade later, Gelsinger's death is still considered the biggest setback for

gene therapy.

1
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"When the Jesse Gelsinger events happened, I also had long been a deep

insider in the gene therapy space, so I had speciMc knowledge of what had

happened at Penn — the ethical transgressions, shall we say, that occurred —

and had awareness, again, just like now, of the technology," Malone says. "So,

I was able to make sense of things that otherwise were obscure for

journalists and even other scientists."

After speaking out about the ethical transgressions that contributed to Gelsinger's

death (dosing which exceeded approved levels), Malone became a "persona non-

grata" in the gene therapy community. In other words, he was blacklisted by his peers

and prevented from participating in gene therapy research.

"That's part of why I went in a different direction with my career and focused

on government work and biodefense, supporting the Department of Defense,"

Malone says. "The lesson learned for me is that I'm able to be resilient,

together with my wife's support.

Another key lesson was that your friends will support you through times of

crisis if you behave with integrity and maintain your friendships and treat

people with respect. I also had a lot of support for having spoken out and

taken an ethical high road on that and not compromised myself …

It's part of why I'm comfortable [speaking out now]. People tell me that I

come across as balanced and calm. But yes, this is a little bit frightening and

once again, [I'm] putting my career on the line. But once again many of my

colleagues in the government are grateful that I'm speaking this way. They

are not able to have a voice because of their jobs and government policies

about speaking out."
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Public Responses to Censorship Make a Difference

As explained by Malone, he's been heavily censored since his three-hour interview

with Brett Weinstein. LinkedIn even deleted his account. However, LinkedIn users all

around the world canceled their accounts in protest and wrote the company,

explaining their cancellations were in protest of Malone being censored.

The social media uproar culminated in a major news article in a mainstream Italian

paper, which appears to have pushed LinkedIn over the edge. LinkedIn eventually

reinstated Malone's account and even sent him a letter of apology.

"I don't think I've ever heard of a company writing a letter of apology after

delisting and deleting somebody," he says. "My sins were 'profound,'" he says

sarcastically, "They were that I outed the chairman of the board of directors

of Reuters who is also sitting on the board of PMzer, for cross-posting the

Wall Street Journal article on vaccine toxicity risks, and well, basically for

complaining about censorship.

So, they sent me my list of sins with six different posts that were to pretty

much anybody's eye innocuous, which I then took and cross-posted onto

Twitter. So, that revealed the absurdity of that … The note [of apology] that I

received basically said, 'Look, we don't have the expertise to censor you, but

if you cross the line, we have the right to summarily delete you again and so

mind your manners.'"

The Repurposing of Drugs to Combat Pandemics

In recent years, Malone has been involved in yet another startup company (Atheric

Pharmaceuticals), in collaboration with the DoD, that focused on repurposing drugs to
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combat Zika infection. That company went bankrupt for lack of investor interest in

repurposing drugs for treating infectious diseases.

When the COVID-19 outbreak began, he got a call from a colleague who works in the

intelligence community in Wuhan, China, who urged him to put together a team to

investigate the possibility of repurposing old drugs against COVID.

His team is currently about to enter clinical trials for a number of licensed off-patent

drugs. That said, his biggest contribution so far is probably his commentary on the

bioethics of what is going on.

"Both my wife and I are deeply ethical people," he says. "We're high school

sweethearts. We try really hard to live ethical lives and to help our fellow man

as well as the animals in our lives. So that's just the place we come from. It's

bedrock. We're not rich people.

I recall a long telephone call with the Canadian physician that poured his

heart out about the situation in Canada that he's encountering, both with

vaccine administration in primary practice, and also in administering

alternative therapies to outpatients, which generally have no therapies

available.

I mean, the position is a bit shocking — in the emergency rooms all across

the world. Basically, you go to the ER and if your O2 sets are down, pushing

towards 80, they say, 'Well, go [home] and come back when your lips are blue.'

And that's the essence of it. They don't really offer anything.

So many physicians, including this gentleman in Canada, have been seeking

alternative strategies and they've tested and administered these various

agents. We've heard of Yuvoxamine, ivermectin, hydroxychloroquine. There
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are many, many others now, including those that we're working with

(famotidine and celecoxib) that seem to have therapeutic beneMt when

administered early to shut down this hyperinYammatory response.

So, he shared this and the stories of multiple reports of vaccine adverse

events that in his clinical judgment were clearly vaccine related, some of

them quite serious, and that the Canadian government would summarily

dispose of those as non-related even though in his clinical judgment, they

clearly were related.

He spoke about the enticement of children in Canada with ice cream and the

willingness of the Canadian government to administer vaccine to children

without their parents or guardians consent after enticing them with ice cream

cones, and some of the other things that I just found shocking ...

It mirrors what we're seeing across the world, where governments are taking

liberties with people's health and their rights without real legislative

authorization to do so in most cases."

Core Bioethical Principles Are Being Violated

Malone and his wife Jill are both trained in bioethics, so after listening to this

Canadian colleague, he decided he could help by writing a lay press opinion piece

about the bioethics of experimental vaccines under emergency use authorization.

"I have intimate knowledge of not only the emergency use authorization

legislation, the FDA policies behind it, I even know the people that wrote it,"

Malone says.

"So, we dove in, refreshed our memories on the whole history of the modern
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bioethics construct that brieYy runs from Nuremberg Trials to the Nuremberg

Code, to Helsinki Accord, to the Belmont Report in the United States, and to

the common rule that exists in the code of federal regulations."

In summary, since the COVID shots only have emergency use authorization status,

they are experimental products, and as such, they are not authorized for marketing.

The core bioethical principles that apply therefore involve three key components:

1. Bioethics are written into federal law — As an experimental trial participant,

which is what everyone is at the moment who accepts a COVID shot, you have

the right to receive full disclosure of any adverse event risks. Based on that

disclosure, you then have the right to decide whether you want to participate.

Adverse event risk disclosure should be provided at the level of detail disclosed

in any drug package insert. However, the COVID shots have no such insert or

detailed disclosure, and adverse event reports are even being suppressed and

censored from the public.

Instead, as explained by the FDA,  since the COVID shots are not yet licensed,

rather than providing a package insert, the FDA directs health care providers to

access a lengthy, online "fact sheet" that lists both clinical trial adverse events

and ongoing updates of adverse events reported after EUA administration to the

public.

A shorter, separate, online fact sheet with far less information in it is available for

patients — but, provider or patient, you still have to know where to look up each of

the three EUA vaccines separately on the FDA website to access those fact

sheets.

2. Adverse event risks must be communicated in a way that you can comprehend

4 5

6
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what the risks are — This means the disclosure must be written in eighth grade

language. In clinical trials, researchers must actually verify participants'

comprehension of the risks.

3. The acceptance of an experimental product must be fully voluntary and

uncoerced — enticement is forbidden. "I argue that all of this public messaging

that we've all been bombarded with … constitutes coercion," Malone says.

"The most egregious example of this that I've ever seen, is the federal

government identifying 12 people … and labeling them as the dirty dozen, [saying]

that they are responsible for causing death because they are disseminating what

the government has determined to be misleading information about vaccines.

This is mind boggling to me and to most of my colleagues."

How Falsehoods Are Getting Top Billing

As you probably know, I am on that "disinformation dozen" list. The irony of this

situation is that government oncials are really the ones contributing to the deaths by

not adhering to bioethical principles that are enshrined in law. It's a classic case of

1984 Orwellian doublespeak.

As I mention in the interview, the "misinformation dozen" list is the creation of the

Center for Countering Digital Hate (CCDH), a shady organization funded by dark

money that sprung up less than two years ago.

"Yeah, you don't even have to go to dark money. It's out in the open. There's

this Trusted News Initiative led by the BBC. They announced … last fall that

they have integrated Big Tech, Big Media and new media, Facebook, Google,

Microsoft, et cetera, into an organization that was intended to control false

narratives relating to elections, but they decided to turn it on what they
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perceived as false narratives for vaccines," Malone says.

"As if that wasn't enough, the Wellcome Trust and the Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation have announced initiatives where they're making block grants to

Facebook, which is then funding these new pop-up fact-checker

organizations … [that] are employing methods to smear people and to ban

information …

What happens is these fact-checker organizations will make their pseudo

fact check, like what I experienced with Reuters — which was transparently

false, their fact check — and then the media will recycle the fact check. So

that moves up in the Google ranking and they're citing themselves. That's

what's going on. And it's sponsored by the likes of Wellcome Trust and Bill &

Melinda Gates Foundation and they're quite proud of it."

Why Target Children and Pregnant Women?

Considering the unknown risks involved, why are governments and vaccine makers

pushing so hard for children and pregnant women to participate in this experiment?

Both have an extremely low risk for complications from COVID-19, which makes

adverse effects of the vaccine all the more unacceptable, if not all together

intolerable.

“ There's the appearance that there was
manipulation of safety data analysis and reporting in
the Phase 1, 2, 3 clinical trials … by focusing on
patients who had completed the study per protocol,
as opposed to those that entered the study as
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intended to treat. [If] you've only accepted one dose
of vaccine under those clinical trial protocols and
you have an adverse event … that information about
the adverse event … is lost. It's not included in the
safety analysis. This is a classic way to manipulate
safety data in clinical research, and it's strictly
forbidden. ~ Dr. Robert Malone”

Making matters worse, there's no process in place to capture all side effects.

Somehow, this was left out, and there's evidence to suggest this was done

intentionally.

"I think it's important for the listenership to recognize that what we have is

still an emerging understanding of what the adverse events are," Malone

says. "I could tell you the story of how the cardiotoxicity adverse event was

recognized, and it was not through obcial channels. There is [also] the

appearance that the CDC is deliberately under-reporting adverse events to

the public.

And there's the appearance that there was manipulation of safety data

analysis and reporting in the Phase 1, 2, 3 clinical trials for some of these

products by focusing on patients who had completed the study per protocol,

as opposed to those that entered the study as intended to treat.

That's a subtle distinction, but what it means is that if you've only accepted

one dose of vaccine under those clinical trial protocols and you have an

adverse event, and you decide to drop it out, or they gently suggest that you

shouldn't take the second dose, that information about the adverse events
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that you received — which would have made you at even higher risk for the

second dose — is lost. It's not included in the safety analysis.

This is a classic way to manipulate safety data in clinical research, and it's

strictly forbidden. So, the FDA is onto that trick. Normally, if I was to do that, I

would get slapped down immediately. Why they allow these large drug

companies to do this (if, in fact they did) — and you can't claim that PMzer

didn't know what they were doing — is beyond me.

Now that we know about the adverse events associated with the

cardiotoxicity in adolescents and the damage to the heart and the deaths

associated with that, people can start to do calculations based on obcial

CDC data, [but] those data are Yawed.

They probably under-report the true adverse event rate by about a 100-fold if

you're relying on the various historic analysis information. But you can look at

those data. And if you're a data scientist, you can do the calculations that the

CDC is not doing and not disclosing to us about risk beneMt.

The ones that I've seen done by well-trained and highly experienced

specialists, people that work for the insurance industry that do this for a

living … come out literally upside down."

If the clinical trials did not include patients dropped after Dose 1 in the safety

analysis, this would indicate a "per protocol" safety analysis was performed, and

therefore that the safety data analyses leading to the emergency use authorizations

were not based on rigorous safety assessments.

Multiple patients claiming to have been included in COVID-19 clinical trials have also

reported on social media that their reports were excluded from Rnal safety analyses,
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although this cannot be veriRed.

Risks SigniQcantly Outweigh BeneQts

A study  posted July 7, 2021, which looked at deaths occurring in children in the U.K.

during the Rrst 12 months of the pandemic, found 99.995% of children diagnosed with

COVID-19 survived.

By July 19, 2021, in the United States, a total of 335 children under 18 had died with a

COVID-19 diagnosis on their death certiRcate.  An analysis by Marty Makary and

colleagues at Johns Hopkins, together with FAIR Health, showed none of the children

under 18 who died and were diagnosed with COVID-19 between April and August

2020 were free of preexisting medical conditions such as cancer.

Now, while the average healthy child has a minuscule chance of dying from COVID-19,

and their risk of developing heart in_ammation from the COVID jab is also quite low,

the risk associated with the injection is still signiRcantly greater than any risk

associated with the natural infection. As explained by Malone:

"That ratio comes out suggesting that there will be more lives lost to receipt

of the 'vaccine' in a universal vaccine campaign than there would be if all

those kids were infected by SARS-CoV-2. This upside-down ratio appears to

extend or very close to equivalent at least up to the age of 30.

So, we're in a position where the data that we have are admittedly Yawed. Is

that by intent or what? From my standpoint, the data are the data, so I can't

smoke out what somebody within health and human services intended to do,

but I can look at the data, and others can.

And the data absolutely do not support a positive risk-beneMt ratio for

7
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vaccination of infants through young adults, based on any normal criteria. So

then why are they doing this crazy stuff? It seems to all be wrapped around

the axle of the need to justify universal vaccination.

I argue that this is actually a mid-century policy that goes back to the '50s

and the '60s polio vaccine campaign, when the government and world health

authorities established a position that it was OK to lie, to withhold

information about risk for vaccines, because to have the full spectrum of

information about the risks of vaccines would cause people to not accept the

vaccine.

So, 'Shut up, we know it's best for you and don't question us' is a Mrmly

authoritarian position. It is intrinsically authoritarian and paternalistic. It's

exactly the kind of stuff that George Orwell wrote about in his book '1984.' It

was a warning … of how governments and authoritarian structures will

behave and do behave."

Denial of Vaccine Dangers Has Been Federal Policy Since 1984

Ironically, Malone points out that in the 1984 Federal Register,  it's stated that posting

information into the federal register about vaccine risks that jeopardizes vaccine I

uptake shall be suppressed.

"So, it's a clear federal policy going back to 1984," Malone says. "This is the

way they're going to handle things. And they're going to handle it with the

noble lie of saying, 'No, there are no risks and what we're doing is fully

justiMed' …

I don't think we have to go to imagining some grand conspiracy at Davos

between certain individuals. I think this is an emergent phenomena of the

10
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intersection of old-school thinking about information management and new-

school capabilities and technologies.

I think the CDC, HHS, WHO, and Wellcome Trust or Bill & Melinda Gates

foundation, etcetera, have just grossly misread the population, certainly in

the United States. And so now we're in a position where before, according to

Del Bigtree, there was about 1% to 2% of people that self-identiMed as anti-

vaxxers, and we're now [above] 40%. Clearly, about 40 to 50% of the

population are just dug in. They're not going to accept these vaccines.

The White House now Mnds it necessary to have a special group to identify

and target 12 American citizens for what they believe to be vaccine

disinformation, and to make a big public press announcement about it. Don't

they have anything else to do? It seems like the world has got bigger

problems than Dr. Mercola, but what do I know?

The whole thing is mind-bending. And a lot of people, including many

Europeans, are really lit up over this. They remember. European intellectuals

are very aware of the dynamics that happened in Germany in the 1930s … I

think this could be a turning point in a lot of things."

The Powers That Be Have Been Given Free Reign

While Malone is not interested in speculating about the intentions behind all this

malfeasance, he's intimately familiar with the power of Big Pharma to manipulate

governments. As detailed in other articles, several of the COVID injection makers

have a rich history of illegal activity and unethical behavior, and now they have been

given free reign to do as they please.

They're been completely absolved from liability if and when something goes wrong
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with these injections, and governments are enticing and bullying citizens to

participate in Big Pharma's experiment.

"If you give that kind of liberty and power to a global multinational and

absolve them of any accountability, they will serve their stockholders,"

Malone says. "They are not geared to serving the rest of us, whatever they

may say in their press releases.

That's just how big pharma behaves, and we've chosen this model.

Messaging having to do with alternative treatments and the importance of

wellness, those are not consistent with the 'Take this pill, pay your price and

shut up' kind of business model.

Personally, I think that Mr. Gates and his foundation have done enormous

irreparable harm to world health community through his actions and his own

personal biases. He has really distorted global public health. At some point,

there will be books written about this, and I'm sure an enormous number of

Ph.D. theses will be granted. But meanwhile, we all have to live with it."

 

Darzoum

The bioethics of this situation couldn’t be simpler.  For the “vaccine” manufacturers, honest trials, full

disclosure and reinstate legal liability.  For foundations (e.g. the Gates Foundation) materially

supporting the development of said “vaccines,” the same legal liability.  For the government, no

meddling in suppression of viable alternatives, no revolving door with pharma, no predetermined

winners of vaccine contracts and no coercion of the public.  For the media, do your damn job.  For

social/online media, be prosecuted with First Amendment violations as agents of the government.  For

BSL gain-of-function labs, be reclassiRed as illegal by international treaty.  For the rest of us, freedom

of choice, aka informed consent (or dissent).

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/01/2021

 

moxa1man

Precisely Darzoum. Very well said.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

steve49car

Better still ban all bio weapon work!!! But yes NO ONE should be able to hide from the law ...kill a

single person from their drugs and they should suffer the same as integrative medicine etc?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Hercster

They are. Or did you miss the fact that globalist bankers own every major transnational corporation

in the planet. "For the media, do your damn job." Well, since... "I outed the chairman of the board of

directors of Reuters who is also sitting on the board of PRzer," They ARE doing their job, for

globalism.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Randyfast

Hi, David. That sounds like the type of world that I'd be happy and content to live in. Where can I

Rnd such a place?
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Posted On 08/01/2021

 

juststeve

Spot on! Also consider this, 'All the Serious People' have been crying for decades about how Social

Security along with Medicare can not be funded. A numbers trick as we the 99% can not afford

those systems & continue to pay for Bill Gates, Warren Buffet's, Musk, Bezo's Taxes. We the 100%

can not afford such systems as it exist under Big Ag, Big Pharma, Big Med's current model. When

sites like this are the answer to Rnd health, prevent disease & bring back better health when

necessary are under such attack it is not a stretch to realize the Seniors are being eliminated so as

to push what little is left of every day peoples blood, sweat, tears and treasury into the 1% dream

machine. The seniors and those deemed unworthy, beware, check your papers, excuse me, chip.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

rrealrose

Darzoum, eh? Vaxxn maufacturers are known to be the GREEDIEST corporation on the planet! They

use the vaccine system to reduce quality oversight requirements, to increase proRts by requiring

little to no marketing, and avoid putting aside millions if not billions of dollars to the legal Rghts

and possibly pay out for injury. Everything is geared towards increasing their bottom line at the

expense of humanity! - Borrowing from Clinton, "Its the system, stupid!"

So now we have unsafe-at-any-speed drugs being re-packaged as vaccines, loaded with "clean

toxins" that were supposed to remain in the arm muscles but noooo instead only 25% remains, the

rest is traveling around human bodies causing chaos. On top of that, ADE is probably well

underway, causing those vaxxed to land in hospital and more will die. Ethics is a polite Reld of

inquiry; however, this goes way beyond ethics, sliding into slow genocide by syringe.

Just look at the lack of response. Crickets, panic plus silence. We have a brewing health crises

caused by this "new, unproven technology" that may far outweigh the initial crises. You may want to

look much deeper into topic of covert and overt Greed!! Only way out I can see is to spin off into
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non-proRts, remove the proRt incentive entirely from this current group of body snatching thieves,

parasitic corporations now working under the guise of "helping humanity". (Similar to what

happened recently to Perdue Pharma, falling onto its own sword of opioid addiction.)

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

rrealrose

The systemic failure is quickly described somewhere below, near the bottom of the page, I am

certain few can see these issues where govt structures were initially set so Americans are

supposed to beneRt from their outcomes; yet these structures, incentives, investment kickbacks

and more are sorely outdated. Now products produced instead of helping, cause far more harm.

Just look at what happened with Remdesivir, the only FDA-approved drug (so far) for covid-19.

What a high priced failure!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

har1272

So where are these "Dirty Dozen" and why aren't they organizing and taking up the gauntlet to

defend us?  We would all participate if only asked.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

MoMac46

Absolutely right Darzoum

Posted On 08/01/2021
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Darzoum

The bioethics for all of these institutions can be neatly summarized by a phrase attributed to

Socrates and translated as “The way to gain a good reputation is to endeavor to be what you desire

to appear."  Of course there is systemic corruption, hidden agendas and unimaginable theft going

on (Great Reset; Going Direct Reset).  At least some of it is being sold and facilitated by the fronts

presented by these institutions.  As long as they are playing these roles, maintaining the pretense

of dutifully serving their respective functions, then we still have the right to state what the real and

ethical standards are for those roles, and to hold them to account, even if it appears naive.  Better

that than to cynically accept it all, at which point they can drop the Rnal vestiges of their pretense.

 The fact that they don’t means there’s still some straggling bare threads of standards left, and we

still matter, if only in sheer numbers.  What happens when they no longer even have to resort to

propaganda and censorship?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Krofter

Darzoum - Great rundown on what needs to be done.  I would add to the list the dismantling of

what many consider to be the ultimate end game, the enslavement of the human race via the

transhumanist agenda.

 secularheretic.substack.com/p/graphene-oxide-epidemic-2-the-transhuman..

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

lovestosing6

“No meddling in suppression of viable alternatives” period. But this reminds me of meeting with

the endocrinologist about me having hyperthyroidism and pregnant at the same time.  Radioactive

iodine after I give birth?  Some thirteen letter prescription that will be too weak to help me, but low
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enough not to harm the baby?  No.    A neighbor brought me to a purple Victorian in Michigan and a

lady in there showed me what the body is lacking to get those results and so I was started vitamins

and herbs. Long story short, I looked like a heroin addict through my next two pregnancies because

the OB, my PCP, and the endo all told me - “you don’t just get rid of it”.  

My youngest just graduated high school and I am still on zero meds, perfect thyroid and no interest

in _u shots or any other “injectables”  because the guys in white coats aren’t allowed to know

about nutrition and herbs.  And antivirals/ antibacterials/anti fungals…. Wait, what? I really think it’s

a shame we are now living behind the iron curtain, people voted on it indirectly by signing up for

the shot, by continuing on censored sites that infringe on our freedom of speech. Seriously. What a

shame we don’t have access to repurposed antivirals that work against this.  

Fauci had lost THIRTY FIVE MILLIONS AIDS VICTIMS. If we lost 500,000 people a year for the next

35 years, we’d be at SEVENTEEN MILLION FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND DEAD FROM THIS.  Let that

sink in.  Ugh.   The Fauci part then the stats.  So big pharma has had the task at hand to get people

on all kinds of drugs, holistic from A-Z has hardly changed in the years I’ve studied it. The human

body knows what to do with detox, with wholesome nutrition, etc.   Case in point. My incurable

autoimmune disorder I no longer have.  Lovely, right?  It shows me the medical industry won’t ever

buck up to safety over proRt. Why should it? The scary thing here is the force they’re trying to use.

They know other things work.  Now it’s about FORCE.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

eileenruth

Fantastically laid out, every single sentence.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

fvtomasch

lovestosing6- If you are not allergic to bee products have you tried Royal Jelly for the hyperthyroid?
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It does not take much. Too much could put you into hypothyroid range quickly. My TSH levels were

all over place probably due to a abdominal CT scan with iodine which put my iodine way level over

normal. Doctor wanted me to go on Synthroid and only tried for 10 days. I know that I should have

known better but after a few months my TSH level went to normal when my iodine level was

normal again without meds. Could have been on an artiRcial hormone. If I am correct in my

assumption how many people have altered TSH levels due to CT scans with iodine contrast which

should correct itself when iodine returns to normal. Just a guess.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Cabochon

`Oh, I've had such a curious dream!' said Alice, and she told her sister all these strange things that

you have just been reading about. ‘It was a curious dream, dear, certainly’, said her sister, now run

along in to your tea; it's getting late.' So Alice ran off, thinking… what a wonderful dream it had

been. Thanks Hercster, Randyfast, juststeve and rrealrose for injecting a dose of reality into the

discussion.  I suppose if there were no evil conspirators in the world and the rule of law were

enforced by those we elected to enforce it, if all business corporations paid their dues in taxes, if

governments, medics and drug cartels had our health and not their proRts in mind, if there were no

psychopaths, megalomaniacs and their puppets in positions of power, if there were no propaganda,

arrogance, bribery and corruption, or even if there just was a cure for stupidity and naivete

amongst the population at large, what a more just and kinder world we might inhabit.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Darzoum

This seems to be a hard concept for some people to grasp, but the ethics of a situation are what

they are whether anyone is practicing them or not.  There are criminal cultures where theft or

murder are accepted practices, but that doesn’t change morality.  Not expecting good & rightful

behavior from the maRa doesn’t make you insightful.  And expecting rightful behavior from pharma
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or gates foundation would make you naive. But the ethics in those circumstances still are what

they are, regardless. Being able to state what those ethics are is, in fact, aided by the contrary

examples we now have.  That’s neither naive, nor a “curious dream.”  There is the reality of that

obvious criminality… it’s no great accomplishment or insight to see that; but there is also the reality

of moral law.  If we only focus, on the former, and only accept that as “real,” because we’re smart

and clever, and hardcore realists, and “no one’s gonna fool me”… well, then, congratulations… we’ve

already lost.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

K.Wilson

It sounds so simple when you say it like.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

sio6474

That won't work for Pharma.  They were losing too much money in lawsuits for injury prior to 1986

when they were held liable.  They have the upper hand now and they would be working against

themselves if they supported governments who made them liable again for vax injuries!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

balhawk

The fact the governments and power brokers of the planet are so counter to these universal

principles is precisely why we need to keep brave and Rrm in our convictions, inform the unaware

while being respectful and sympathetic to their concerns, using humor when possible, and call out

said governments and power brokers whenever we have the opportunity.   As has been said,
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eternal vigilance is the price of liberty, and that price is at a bubble.  But bubbles tend to eventually

burst.  But the price is well worth paying, even when it feels like playing, as to the power of humor.

 Got some non-toxic soap and a ring on a stick?

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

grulla

Hey "Randy", "Hi, David. That sounds like the type of world that I'd be happy and content to live in.

Where can I Rnd such a place?"    Perhaps Greenland, with only a population of 57,000, and larger

than Mexico.  duckduckgo.com/?q=greenland+agriculture&t=newext&atb=v282-7bc&..  

HOWEVER!, knowing of your past forum comments, your "favorite" Canadian "invaders" are also

present in Greenland, en.wikipedia.org/.../Greenland_Holdings  And you'll have to learn to speak

Danish...(or perhaps Chinese, eyeroll). :-)

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

lovestosing6

Spot on Darzoum!

Steve49car - suffer the same as with integrative medicine - YES!!!!!!  No more hiding behind the

billionaire’s wall.  CALL THEM OUT!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

stoneharbor

If the doctor's statistic that we now have 40% anti-vaxxers is correct, and they are truly dug-in, which I
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can believe, then this is fantastic news. It means we have a true, lasting, Rghting force on our side.

Only the strategy needs to be developed and if just persisting in resisting the jab is a great deterrent to

further attempts at inoculating everyone then we will be halfway back to Freedom possibly. Let's not

assume that we have to have Rghting in the streets to pull off this revolution. Sometimes complete

changes of control result from strong, determined resistance.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

njlady

Let's hope this resistence against the jab is rooted in strong beliefs, truths, and facts, and not

strictly fear. More people are now getting the shot because they assume it's safe, as they are

constantly being told by everyone including the politicians and news media. Seems some are now

easily bribed with a $100 incentive..

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

juststeve

It's more than that. Look at all the non GMO, Organic labels. Push back on so many levels. They

have overplayed their hand. And, when Bill Gates has locked down millions of acres of farm land,

we have our work cut out for us to maintain and add to what we can.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

sai73491

Seeing as the DHS is training people as we speak 'how to remove the unvaccinated and relocate

them' I'd say we all need to Rnd a way to join forces.  They own billions and can pay for whatever

they want:  they buy people.  Our strength is in our numbers.  We have to Rnd some way to connect.
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 Yes - we all know the powers that be inRltrate and there is also the threat of controlled opposition.

 At no other time is discernment so greatly needed.  Scripture states: Hebrews 5:14 “But strong

meat belongeth to them that are of full age, even those who by reason of use have their senses

exercised to discern both good and evil.”  Exercise discernment and it will grow stronger.  Pray for

wisdom.  Then please join a patriot group or Rnd a way to collaborate. We're up against a

well-funded machine who own most governments and have moved their people into top positions.

There are many many dissatisRed people who are angry at what has been thrust on them. We have

to Rnd a way to harness that energy and dispense of it in the right way instead of on comments.

Expect false _ag gun events and a push to disarm before the Rnal curtain call. The elite will send

their militarized police and military to do their work for them to remove the unvaccinated and

relocate them.  Unfortunately there are those who will "just follow orders..."  This is what they did to

the Jews in the Holocaust. Unless Christ appears expect a Rght.  I have been waiting for a

Revolution for 20 years as I've watched this country turn into something unrecognizable and

watched sick things forced onto us.  Before his passing my father said that his brothers and him

fought for this country and what it became made him sick. We have more power than we think...

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

DebbyW

Those numbers will dwindle. When your best friend calls, practically in tears, because the news

said this pandemic won't end until everybody is vaxxed and those unvaxxed or more likely to die.

And those news people convince your friend she has to talk to her loved ones and try to convince

them you need the jab. Some of those unvaxxed will succumb. I'm stronger than that, but many

aren't. This nation is brainwashed.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

rrealrose
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Hi Stoneharbor, Last night, one of the doctors in an interview (Mike Adams, Brighteon, which

interview?) is now claiming only 30% of Americans took the vaxxn, which is why we are seeing

these mandates come on like thunder. Really bad timing if ADE is in fact, starting to occur in large

numbers of the vaccd, like what happened in Provincetown, MA recently...Here's one report (Forbes

for dummies?): www.forbes.com/sites/brucelee/2021/07/31/barnstable-covid-19-outbreak-..  - A

lot more articles on this are online.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Hippocrates460

Ditto DebbyW's concerns. It's a worry that percentage will dwindle, especially given the hardball

tactics being taken in some countries. Yesterday I read Pakistan's government announced it will

deactivate SIM cards if citizens are not vaccinated. In response there were long lines of people

queuing up to get vaccinated. As well, while vaccine news chaos swirls and we're distracted,

nefarious moves are underway. For instance, Dr. Eddy Bettermann is reporting Senator *** Durbin

wants to eliminate our access dietary supplements via a bill in the upcoming appropriations bill.

The thinking is this would make prescriptions available by prescription only and usher in Codex.

This also dovetails with Amazon's decision to stop selling NAC. Here's the link to Bettermann's

report (with added spaces) dreddymd .

com/2021/07/31/variants-congress-wants-dietary-supplements-prescription-only/ Dr. Mercola,

please keep us informed about ongoing efforts take away our freedom to access supplements.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

lovestosing6

Njlady, so true!  There’s people like us who know it will take at least two years to see the fallout, and

people on the fence who are like, “it’s been two months land he didn’t die, so I’ll take it.”  Oh my

word, what ever is going to happen come winter?   I hate to say it, but I’ve been given a preview.  My

elderly aunt and uncle saw their granddaughter who was catching a simple cold.  It landed them
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both impossibly sick and him in the hospital with chest pains and ARb.   To our loved ones who got

the jab - stay safe this fall and winter.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

stoneharbor

I appreciate all of these replies on my half baked approach to winning the battle. Yes I know there

will be some more that give in and take the jab, especially before some really bad repercussions

start showing their ugly head. But I still think our numbers will be strong enough 2 make it

impossible just to come out and hunt us down. Sai-73,  it's deRnitely surprising that the

Department of Homeland Security has plans to pick up the unvaxed and relocate them. On the

surface this seems something to worry about, but if you consider that even 30% of the population

remaining unvaxxed is something like 100 million people, it doesn't make sense that they have a

plan to relocate that number, does it?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

stoneharbor

sai73491, I want to add that I agree with the rest that you said including your ending that we are

stronger than we think. On false _ag event, I think the Department of Homeland Security could

have posted that warning about  relocating the unvaxxed as a false _ag warning. It may have some

effect on some people and that's all they can hope. As you said, expect these misleading claims.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

sio6474

Is it 40 percent anti covid vax or all vaccines?    Because if it is only for the mRNA shot, the blinders
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are still on tightly!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

balhawk

Ah, but also people will recognize these desperate measures for what they are, and it will backlash.

 Especially as more and more of the vaxxed get sick during this "next wave".  How will they

convince those who got vaxxed and get sicker than us?  They're running out of time.  I too take the

desperation as a clear sign they're losing their grip.  

If I got all the "their" and "they're" variants in the above correct, that there was a miracle.

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

lovestosing6

Stoneharbor- I hope you’re right. Reading No jab no groceries - posed from gov’t in Los Angeles -

 oh okay, so starving people is what we are up to now, eh?  

Where is our government Rghting for our rights in the land of the free??  Arrg.  It’s experimental,

they have enough participants for trials on an unparalleled scale - so I wish they would BACK OFF!

 Let’s get through a fall and winter!  And see how safe everything is! (ADE and cv in the wild etc) …

For an experimental unapproved jab, they sure are pushy!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

jgeorge33

"The acceptance of an experimental product must be fully voluntary and uncoerced — enticement is
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forbidden. " I am a healthcare worker x 30 years and just told by employer that will need to get

mandatory COVID in 90 days or will be Rred.   all the healthcare employers are going to this due to

government giving monetary reward to them for getting certain % of employees vaccinated.   so choice

of not being able to pay mortgage if lose job or take vaccine.  can get min wage job  maybe for small

business but dont think that will be enough.  I dont feel like I'm living in a free country anymore.   it's

Rnancial blackmail to ruin your health or bankrupt your life.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

anmael

Niéguese, denuncie,  y pida ayuda a Dios, a las leyes, a sus colegas y a otros afectados. No se

vacune y punto. Todo tiene remedio menos eso. [ENG Refuse, report, and ask god, the laws, your

colleagues, and others affected for help. Don't be vaccinated, period. Everything has a remedy

except that.]

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

steve49car

If a company or employer mandates a medication , then under existing law they must Rrst be a

doctor and must give personal consultation prior to that medication! They ALSO take on legal

liability should that medication cause injury or worse ...its covered under International Law ... and

contravening that carries a death penalty option! That International Court is already considering a

class action against WHO ,CDC and world leaders(?) sic over covid!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

violanewman
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It sucks that you are in this position but you have a choice.  ALL of you should not be forced into

this shot.  You can Rnd another job.  NO JOB is worth your life.  If everyone continued to refuse and

found other jobs, their plan to stick all of you with an altering gene therapy wouldn't work.  There

are hospitals and clinics that are not making their employees take these shots.  Working for

minimum wage is better than death.  Start looking!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Julie_Guthrie

Thanks for your comment. I'm a 35+ year experienced OR nurse who is facing employer covid shot

mandates coming from health care employers in Arizona. I am more frightened of the jab than I am

of losing my job. I'm looking into everything I can as far as exemptions to avoid it, or possibly

retiring early but that would mean huge tax penalties and huge up front taxes on my retirement

accounts. I'm scared to death that ultimately I could lose so much that I will not have enough to live

on if I can't work because employers are willing to Rre experienced and dedicated health care

workers over this.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Mawps2love

So sad. I certainly feel for you as there is no choice. But, this really did not start with the COVID jab,

the mandatory shots for _u and all other vaccines have been mandated in the healthcare industry

for several years. Children cannot go to public school without the so called required vaccines

unless they have an exemption, which I fear will become obsolete with this COVID jab. Dear Lord

hear our prayer and end this insane pandemic and untruths we are being fed.

Posted On 08/01/2021
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sai73491

That happened to a woman in our church.  I know you likely get prestige and Rnancial rewards from

your job but every place we pass has help wanted signs - you don't have to remain in health care -

or you can move to another facility that doesn't require it.  Or train for a new job.  You can't reverse

the effects of death.  Sons of Liberty Media had 3 healthcare workers who are now permanently

disabled after vaccination.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

DebbyW

Healthcare will be in an even sadder state if so many good people have the ability to quit rather

than take this shot. I wish them well and hope they can stand strong for the long term.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Krofter

There have been some successful lawsuits using the idea that a forced vaxx is discrimination.  Get

your fellow employees who are also reluctant together and hire a good lawyer and sue your

employer for discrimination.  They want us to give in or walk away but we must Rght back if we are

to stop this madness.  Otherwise, they win.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

MiketheAngel

"I made it clear that, through my lawyer, I would begin to demand the status of all other employee's

health condition in regards to other forms of communicable diseases. We would be demanding
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information on employee's with aids, hepatitis, _u, STDs, measles, mumps, and so on. My lawyer

already had the papers drawn up so I could serve him the Rrst day he tried it and part of the suit

would be to force the company to make immediate policies to section off employees who had any

illness they could spread, including the common cold. If they were going to take responsibility in

stopping the spread of covid-19 in the building they were now liable for the spread of anything

else. Within 24 hours we were all informed that they would no longer demand to see our papers."

Jack Posobiec today at 12:54 AM. The above may be fake. But this is real...

pandemic.solari.com/form-for-employees-whose-employers-are-requiring-c..

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

dejure

The importance of lawsuits is not just to get a verdict in your favor. It, also, should be purposed to

stay the decision of the business pending the outcome of the suit, including any appeals (Appellate

and Supreme Courts). As one court put it, some things cannot be undone, and merely that some

can does mean they should be done. For such suits, the Rrst thing after service of the complaint

should be a motion to stay the order. It should be presented with an eye to an appeal [a record on

which an  appeal could be had should be built].

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

lovestosing6

Steve, then there’s school and government employees as well as the military etc.  crazy times!!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

sha819866
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Compliance leads to complicity leads to being compromised.  Are you willing to play Russian

roulette with your life?  Many of us have faced similar situations and did what we instinctively knew

what was right.  It wasn't easy but I still have a roof over my head and food on the table and at

peace with myself and my God!  You can Rnd another job.  Lots of "Help Wanted" openings.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

fromseatoshiningsea

jgeorge333 - ask for a copy of your employer's policy regarding one of these "vaccines" & read it

completely.  There will be exemptions.  Then go to both thehealthyamerican.org &

americasfrontlinedoctors.org.  Both of these sites will provide you with legal information &

recourse for your situation.  No one should be pressured, coerced, or fear reprisals for not

submitting to one of these gene-editing injections.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Raythe4th

It’s Bible prophecy! All of this is a diabolical scheme that’s been put in place a long time ago. I

suggest everyone get familiar with the book of Revelation. For all of you Sunday church goers out

there who have swallowed the lie of a pre-trip rapture hook line and sinker, you can thank your

closet Jesuits. We will all get to be tried by Rre. This is a battle for your soul, and if you perceive

what’s going on as just a battle for human rights, you are missing the bigger picture. What does the

Bible say is going to happen?Can you see steps taken that are moving us towards Bible Prophecy?

They want Global governance and the Bible predicts they will have one BEFORE CHRIST RETURNS!

So the answer to our problems is the return of Jesus, nothing else. Either you go along with their

agenda, or they are going to remove your head from your shoulders. Being afraid of losing your

career or not being able to provide for your family is indeed a scary thing, but it’s not scarier than

spending an eternity in hell Rre because you chose to damn your soul in order to save your life.
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Every single person reading this comment needs to get to the place where they are willing to die

before accepting what’s coming, because everyone else will cave when the pressure is applied, and

it will be! You will either accept a mark bearing that you are a citizen of the new global governance,

OR you will NOT be able to buy/sell, and more than likely be hunted down and slaughtered like an

animal. The Bible says ALL will be forced to receive this Mark, rich or poor, free or slave. Everybody

needs to Rgure out what’s more important, their lives or their souls!!! Time to get right with God!!!

The end times are indeed upon us.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

sio6474

yes, absolutely!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

nursehypnotist

go to GAB's site they recently posted a form for those in your situation.   go before it's removed.

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

Barth13

@Julie_Guthrie

As a possible positive thought?! During the approach to Y2K, they had to bring back a bunch of

Cobol programmers out of retirement to Rx stuff running in old systems like mainframes and such.

If people start dropping like _ies, the need for new employees may require them to drop the vaxxed

requirement and bring back the retired RN's that escaped the death jab.
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Posted On 08/02/2021

 

wakeupSleep

Raythe4th

you speak truth as it is the Word of God, but my hope still stands and is un-wavered that there will

be a rapture before all that will take place (Genesis, Ruth, Daniel, Thessalonians, Revelation).  What

is being seen today, i believe, is the pieces coming together where one can see how these things

can take place now.

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

balhawk

Great suggestions above.  Other options to consider are seeking employment elsewhere, perhaps

in another state (you can always rent your house out, and have it managed by a good, reputable

management company), and exploring freelancing or contract work options.  There WILL be a

demand for unvaxxed private care from people who don't want their loved ones exposed to the

spike proteins.

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

lovestosing6

I’m so sorry JGeorge!  How the heck can they mandate an experimental vaccine??  What is the

deal?!  Here in the south (and plenty of other places), we’ve proven there are therapies through

repurposing antivirals!  Clinically proven!!  So that makes the EUA a crime, right?

I wonder can you get the waiver?  They don’t tell you that option, but hmmm?
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

gaylezpc

A word of caution to Dr Mercola's followers. There are some here that are advocating violence towards

others. These commenters could be paid "in_uencers", hired to discredit Dr Mercola and his message.

Do not engage with them.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Catryna

gaylezpc    And, notifying Mercola and or administrator to intervene and perhaps block these

individuals would be a good idea, as well.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

MarcusSpeer

well said - violence does not solve anything - peaceful protest is far more powerful - the pen is

mightier than the sword as is civil disobedience. if we use violence, we become as bad as those we

wish to oppose.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Barth13

@MarcusSpeer, I'm sorry to disagree, but the people we need to oppose are the sheeple that
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believe in the lies being fed and go along with whatever they are told to do. If they are asked to call

the police on the dirty jews in their neighborhood, then they do that. Some might be violent, and

beat them some before putting them on a train, but it is the brainwashed belief in your being right

and calling on "authorities" that is the real danger. In my mind, pulling a loaded gun on someone or

calling 9-1-1 to get the cops is about equivalent in degree of threat to the person. Too many people

are being killed for things like selling loose cigarettes for calling 9-1-1 to be seen as an innocent

action. I also think violence can have it's place. If it takes civil war to Rx things, then I am not going

to shy away from my duty. I won't sit back and cower like a vaxxer in a mask afraid that the covid

will get 'em.

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

balhawk

Yes, the cointelpro operation.   Very popular since the 60s to incite violence at protests.  But some

may just be idiots.  Barth13, violence has its place in self-defense.  This post is about incitement of

violence and hate, which we must not tolerate.

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

lovestosing6

Balhawk, such a good point.  Right now I am Rghting through gaining knowledge and defending my

right to just say no.  I’ve been in some pretty heated circles so I get it, but you talk it out or walk it

out.  I’ll do everything in my power for optimum health, but where does that leave big pharma?  And

the mental health industry?  It’s too bad it’s only the people practicing integrative medicine who

must be accountable.  Pfft!!

Posted On 08/15/2021
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meyer.home

Has anyone noticed that the way they are reporting the amount of people in the hospital with covid is

listed in usually two categories, Fully vaccinated and Unvaccinated.  My question is, are the partially

vaccinated being counted as Unvaccinated? If so, then the problems with getting one dose of the

vaccine are getting blamed on the Unvaccinated. I'm wondering what the true count of partially

vaccinated hospitalizations is at currently...

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

DebbyW

Good point, meyer.home. There should be three categories, but that would prove that fully

'UNvaccinated' aren't as represented among the sick.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

stanley2

I believe that even the two jab recipients are counted as unvaccinated, if less than thirty days have

elapsed since their last jab. It is totally the fault of somebody, if you know, that they were negligent

in not rushing out to get the vaccine when it was Rrst available. You, meyer.home, are miss placing

your concern, you should really be wondering why so many people are so stubborn as to have not

already rushed to be jabbed. Don’t concern yourself that adverse reactions are in fact being

attributed to the completely unvaccinated.  The current terminology for such, would be “variants”

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

rrealrose
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You've got to be kidding? They would never report on the partially vaccd, they WANT EVERYONE to

go down their cattle chute towards fully vaccd.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

candigirltoo

I want to know what percentage of the hospitalized unjabbed   had covid previously.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

sio6474

I was under the impression that the goal post was different for the vaccinated, so the stats are a

moot point

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Barth13

@meyer.home, From the Washington Post article on the rise in Delta Variant in the Unvaxxed

population, it seems the numbers are just being based on the encacy value given by the pharma

companies regarding how well the vaccine works. So they take the number of people in the

hospital, multiply it by the given encacy (no actual numbers and facts) and assume it must be the

unvaxxed that are the cause then. They do have a small addition of the "breakthrough" cases that

they add in since "no vaccine is 100% effective". Down at the bottom of the article they spell out in

small print how they calculate the numbers and that is how the explained it.

www.washingtonpost.com/health/interactive/2021/unvaccinated-case-rate-..  
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I also found the creation of a larger peak during the current rise to be suspect. They take the

number of cases in the new rise. But instead of dividing by the total population, like they did earlier

(mid-January in their example) they now subtract the vaccinated people from the total population.

So the current rise is only due to unvaxxed and is only among the unvaxxed population, which

leads to a much larger "case rate". It seems like a magic trick where you just keep moving things

around and distracting people with the data so they can't see what it actually says.

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

balhawk

So, they're just making up numbers based on what they ass-u-me, Barth13?  Wow!  But not

surprising.  No propagandist travesty would surprise me any more.   I'm unable access the article

because they want me to enter an email address to spam, but am almost curious enough to do so.

Can you copy and paste that bit that explains the basis for their calculations?

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

lovestosing6

Candigirl - such a great point!!  Thank you for that!

I still want to know how many have had the _u shot (I can’t let that go, I see too many coincidences

with the death / _u shot ratio!! )

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

PaulFromPotomac

Again, people like Dr. Malone knew exactly what they were doing from the beginning, and knew the
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risks of proceeding with research on bio-weapons technology and what could happen if it came into

the wrong hands. He was there, knowing full well that the Chinese had been preparing these weapons

for decades, as well as the creatures at Ft. Detrick, Dr. Ralph Barric at UNC Chapel Hill, and above all,

the mastermind Fauci at NIH/NIAID. Now that we are on a clear course to erase the human genome

from existence, there is no better way to reward these criminals. All of them are guilty of violations of

the Nuremberg Code, all ten provisions. Each carries a death sentence. Execute them all.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

wwalkerware

Potomac Paul, YOU Damn right!  The only way to stop this insanity is the quickest way...execute

them all, hunt everyone down that participated. This includes the media Mongols,  sidewalk

engineers--such as snake gates and wellcome...Car49,  how do we get this done?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Hercster

But who has the balls to act Rrst. 300 million American guns are silent. Men will have to give up

their lives, , in order to Rght this ideological take over. I do not think the world has the balls to push

back any more. Too many years of neuro toxins like _uoride to contend with. Too many metro

sexual wimps. Too many bought and paid for assholes. fait accompli

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

dejure

PaulFromPotomac and wwalkerware, FIRST one has to know who their enemies, large and small,

are. Years ago, a friend rambled about shooting all the cops. My response was, "[l]et's start with
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Jack McLamb," knowing my friend would be shocked at the thought.  My point was, there are good

guys among the bad and it's critical to recognize them, least we destroy friends in the causes.

 Sadly, as they say, though we can identify many of the bad players, like Peloser, Hildo, Nadless,

Insleeze, Water on the Brain and so on, may are like guerilla warfare soldiers waiting their time, if it

comes. NOTE: For those unaware, Jack was a cop who turned his life around and tried to educate

others, including or especially fellow oncers, about the workings of the constitutions and their

obligations under them.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Nat

The evidence is overwhelming and insurmountable but the mechanism of war keeps proceeding. This

is do or die, in more ways than one. Here, in Australia, the Prime Minister has proven himself to be an

absolute disgrace and recently outlined the plan for the future. In this plan he is coercing people to get

the injections, even though it is against the law to do so. He is blaming the "unvaccinated" for

spreading the virus and stated that we are a "danger to everyone else and ourselves". They make these

completely fallacious statements and face no rebuttal. I am about to write yet again to him, knowing

that he won't read the message and that it will end up in the bin. I will keep writing because it is all I can

do for now. We are headed for martial law and then civil war.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Hercster

"We are headed for martial law and then civil war." we shall see. Australia recently starting eagerly

sucking back _uoride. Apathy and stupidity come with that neurotoxin.

Posted On 08/01/2021
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r`agg249

The Australian Prime Minister, like political leaders the world over, isn't terribly bright. He's telling

everyone to get vaccinated, then says the unvaccinated are a danger to everyone. If the

unvaccinated are a danger to everyone, which includes the vaccinated, then Prime Minister Dumbo

is telling everyone the vaccines don't work.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

rrealrose

Nat, this is a recent Tucker Carlson you may appreciate: Tucker Carlson - The Vaccine doesn't

work... Don't ask questions... New Lockdowns coming...: www.bitchute.com/.../NRJsj6KxdbYt

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

sio6474

The CDC are now admitting the vaccinated are just as capable of spreading the virus as the

unvaccinated!  Also, have admitted they didn't separate stats of covid and _u!  So since the shot

does not prevent transmission, all the push is based on a false foundation that the whole world is

teetering on!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

To use the words "bioethics" or honesty or integrity within our framed narrative of corrupt crony

capitalism is not only oxymoronic but totally absurd.  You can not be in a crooked game without being a

crooked swine, some being more equal than others.  They can smell a non-player a mile away, become
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defensive with language, sanction and then violence....Why Oh High Order of Authority do you fear the

truth? If the truth is not feared, a defense would be illogical. Therefore all debate as in Olympic

challenge gets a "yellow card"...discussion over...shut up!  Self-credentialed academia is then free to

rule our lives and reality..but free men are never ruled, they retain personal sovereignty and rule

themselves.  This is not semantics but the result of primitive man accepting the externalized authority

of religions and kings, when he should have sought reality, divinity and primacy within his own "being."

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

stanleybecker

you are quite correct, Forbidden ............ "ethics" and MORALITY are absolutely alien to their intent

and purpose ......... its like saying JUNK FOOD is healthy and nutritious

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Antibody-Dependent Enhancement has always been a potential danger with  Corona virus vaccines.

 The history of aborted animal trials tells the story of how these vaccines tragically failed in the past

 Both Dr Mercola, Dr Malone, and many others have tried to warn the world about this alarming problem

- and now it is happening.  Explained here by Dr Jane Ruby: twitter.com/.../1421767856912437265

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

rrealrose

Scroll down a little, and you Rnd this end of Month tweet: BREAKING: Sky News Australia

SUSPENDED from YouTube  -

www.rebelnews.com/breaking_sky_news_australia_suspended_from_youtube?r..
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Posted On 08/01/2021

 

rrealrose

Dr. Malone may also suspect the actual drug manufacturing. Here's a recent Stew Peters interview w Dr

Judy Mikovits: www.bitchute.com/.../RnJq6tBZ8NKD  And here's Prof. Michel Chussuvodsky in

Montreal interviewing Dr. Richardo DelGado Martin from Seville (this is in Spanish w English dubbing):

www.bitchute.com/.../2TgQEq9efUoc

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Cabochon

Thanks for those links, rrealrose. The  Spanish study revealed graphene oxide  as a nanoparticle of

the PRzer injection which contributes to clotting of the small blood vessels and it may act as a

semi-conductor of electro magnetic Relds to worsen outcomes.  As a potential in_ammation

trigger, GO does not sound good news but was  developed as a drug delivery medium - hence

attempts to ban the glutathione precursor NAC by the FDA in June?  Take nothing at face value -

there is a planned agenda and everything is done to further that goal.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Vladimira

Dr. Judy Mikovits claims that all lots of vaccines are different as this is a trial. Apart from

underlying conditions, this is why people have different reactions to the vaccines. You do not get

THE vaccine, you get some version of it. It makes logical sense that more vaccines will be coming

our way.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/01/2021

 

lel36357

Dear rrealrose,  Thank you so much for posting the conversation with Dr. Ricardo DelGado Martin

from Seville.  Absolutely mind opening despite the many details we have already learned from so

many sources.   I am so grateful to each and every one of you for sharing your insights and

discoveries with the rest of us.   Clearly we are in the grips of sociopaths with money, technology

and determination for extinction of all that we hold to be beautiful and true and necessary.  I really

recommend that people take the time to watch this video.  I almost stopped about half way into it

and am glad I persevered.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

rrealrose

Cabochon, Yes, one earlier La Quinta Columna videos Ricardo DelGado asks the same question

about why the FDA came out threatening to ban NAC. Esp if that's one of the few antidotes...in

Spain they were apparently told not to eat Rsh! Go Rgure.

Vladimira, there is a distribution curve that was obtained from the Japanese, showing the organs in

the body where the nanoparticles are most likely to collect. ovaries, testes, spleen, adrenals,

thyroid, heart and brain...as everyone is different, presents quite a few variables to contend with,

and weakest links for some people.

Lel36357 - keep reading, expecting even more shoes to drop!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Vladimira
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Rrealrose, in the interview you posted of Judy Mikovits with Stew Peters she claims that the

vaccine LOTS are different, including some which contain saline. It is an altogether different issue

that people have different physical makeup and respond differently to the same thing.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi Vladimiar, I was trying to express that Both variations are combined: individual immune status

and variations in shots, according to Dr Judy, lots have varying amounts of ingredients. That's what

complicates any analysis, at least from the outside!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

pin7331

That was a powerful interview with Dr. Robert Malone and Dr. mercola! Thank you so much! I was left

with one question, leading to further questions, that I waited to hear an answer for:  WHY did Dr.

Malone decide get the injection? What were his reasons for that? Which one did he receive? How is he

feeling? Did he experience any adverse side effects from the injection? These questions being

answered would be of great interest to me, and a lot of others, I’m sure. Thank you so very much Dr.

mercola for Rghting! We need strong people like you now, more than ever! I would LOVE to see more

in-depth interviews with Dr. Robert Malone and others. The more information we can get out into the

open, the better chance we will have to properly Rght and DEFEAT this tyranny the government is

forcing on us!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

steelj
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Exactly, pin.  How bad can he possibly think the jab is if he got it?  I skimmed the rest of the article

because there is only so much time and what will you learn from somebody warning you about the

shot who is as informed as anybody and he actually got it himself?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

lovestosing6

He had the Moderna on top of already having covid.  Safety issues came from seeing so many

injured on top of so many injured studied on VAERS.  The spike is completely consistent to the

vaccine.  Like the stock market, you can chart the spikes - and they’re not pretty. We are not talking

some guy who eats hamburgers … the spike in deaths and severe reactions is horrifying.   Now that

I have a few extended family members who got the vax, I’ve got two with A-Rb now and one landed

in the hospital after visiting his granddaughter who was coming down with a cold.  This winter will

be very telling!!  Unfortunately.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Catryna

"He spoke about the enticement of children in Canada with ice cream and the willingness of the

Canadian government to administer vaccine to children without their parents or guardians consent

after enticing them with ice cream cones, and some of the other things that I just found shocking ..."

 Those are the tactics used by pedophiles, rapists and other criminals sorts.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

stanleybecker
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Biden is offering a 100 dollars to the unvaccinated  ......... stakes are going up ............ soon the

BOUNTY will be a MILLION dollars for each unvaccinated scalp ............ American history  repeated

ad inRnitum

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Give it a break, Stanley.  Rome...Babylon... works through whatever willing crony she can.  'America'

just happens to be the most diverse nation _ed from all points of the world to the best visible hope

of liberty going.   Once they set their sights lower than God according to the scriptures as their

hope, it was all over.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Catryna

Stanleybecker    Scalps?!   Perfect analogy.  $100 . . . . just goes to show the disrespect Biden has

for the American people and just how out of tune with reality he is. What a cheap skate. A person's

health is priceless.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

balhawk

Exactly.  How can so many not see it?   I think Biden is a senile dupe, who actually believes what he

says.

Posted On 08/02/2021
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NewlandsWanderer

Some words of wisdom here on GBNews in the UK.  One of the Rnest commentaries in a long time on

the British Media from Neil Oliver, known on UK TV as "The Coast Guy":

 twitter.com/.../1421543576425664514  And from the recent anti-lockdown rally at Trafalgar Square, a

superb ten-minute speech by lawyer Reiner Fuellmich  calling out the twisted

control-and-vaccine-agenda, and placing it Rrmly in the context of a spiritual war:

 rumble.com/vkeuad-reiner-fuellmich-speech-in-trafalgar-square.html

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

rrealrose

Thanks for these links NewlandsWanderer, Back at you!  here's Steve Bannon interviewing Dr

Reiner Fuellmich recently, with a status update on their progress:

www.bitchute.com/.../xVojCeDO82dH

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Thanks for the Steve Bannon link rrealrose.  The "authorities" here are getting desperate to get

people vaxxed.  They had a vaccination centre in a kids theme park, and a couple of councils are

hiring zombies to knock on doors of the unvaxxed.  It really is like the "Invasion of the Body

Snatchers".   Saw this on Twitter.  Looks like a blueprint for what is happening and what is going to

happen. What do you make of it?  (From a book called The New World Order by A Ralph Epprson)

twitter.com/.../1

Posted On 08/01/2021
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rrealrose

Scroll down again, and you will Rnd the Mike Adams interview posted under Camus, on Brighteon.

Am not logged into Twitter, so cannot grab the link. Whoever Mike is interviewing is giving some

future prognostications - Same blueprint has been kicked around, and updated over the years,

when I downloaded it, Rle name was Rockefeller Foundation, although the Rle appears corrupted,

cannot get pdf to open...I actually think they are losing, Too many shot deaths are spilling the

beans too early...Listen to Reiner Fuellmich for more info. Here's a link to the Steve Bannon

interview w update: www.bitchute.com/.../xVojCeDO82dH

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

balhawk

Very powerful and moving.  These are the best summaries of what this is all about.  Liberty and

humanity.  The ultimate real holy war.

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

That's a great comment balhawk. Thank you.  Totally agree!

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

cloudedtitles

This article appears to beat around the proverbial bush about "intent", which became very clear to me
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after interviewing Dr. David A. Martin from the University of Virginia on my radio show.  He has since

documented all of the patent chains that are making Big Pharma and certain key government oncials

rich off of these EUA style drugs, which are designed to do nothing more than overload the human

system with spike proteins while tearing down T2 immune response, which makes it 10X more dincult

for the body to build up any kind of Rghting response to them.  In short, this is eugenics.  Anyone in the

government who is promoting taking the jab is either ignorant of the lethal end result or are "in on it".

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

balhawk

Yeppers, but I'd call it more like genocide, but by class, rather than race this time around.

 To-may-to, to-mah-to.

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

lovestosing6

That’s just plain scary!!!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

wilsonson

Dr Malone seems a good guy,but they never see ,as clever as they are supposed to be ,the giant

elephant in the room ,that this is a great Rnancial reset ,to set up a control system and make slaves of

us all,  this is global in it scope,how can people not see this.

Posted On 08/01/2021
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Randyfast

I saw it long before they brought this covid insanity!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

splashingwater

As we all know, the covid-19 injections neither prevent disease nor prevent transmission of disease.

 That is because they aren't really vaccines.  So I propose we call them VINO (rhymes with "rhino," so as

not to confuse it with "vino," which means "wine" in several languages).  Vaccine In Name Only.  VINO.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Sounds apt to me.  VINO for the endrunkened masses.  Never know what hit them.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

lovestosing6

Perfection!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

cat6071
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Oh my.  So last night a guy  that I used to date last year, another musician, came by the house.  I really

had missed our conversations about transhumanism and the elite, etc.  Then he said that he had

gotten the jab... and I just put my head in my hands and couldn’t look up.  He kept saying “Cat are you

ok?”  I Rnally just looked up and asked him why.  He said his Mom told him to get it and that his aunt

works for Moderna and she made the shot.  I swear to you guys on here, I had noticed that he wasn’t as

bright and I had to explain sentences more than once just about music stuff.  It is affecting people’s

brains.  He got upset and left me sitting on the deck.  As he was going down the stairs all I said was “I

believe that I just hit a sore spot.”  And I know I did.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Catryna

cat6071   He said his aunt works at Moderna and she made the shot? I wonder if his thinking was

compromised before he received a shot to actually believe that his aunt made the shot? I mean . . .

come on . . . . whoa

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Vladimira

Most people’s thinking was irrational well before the pandemic. In fact, for all of written history,

maybe even before that, but we have no hard record of it. This is nothing new. Muddled thinking is

the norm, not the exception for the vast majority of humanity the globe over and the centuries over.

Clear, life promoting thinking is in short supply.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

lovestosing6
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I feel your pain. The girls of my BFF all got the shot and my heart sunk. They’re just young adults

with such low risk.  To each his own, but my heart is just so sad.  

I got hollered at last night from a vaxxed loved one who thinks I’m going to die from this.   I’m like -

really?  With everything I take and do, I’m the mystery person who could die?  

Do people think a healthy person can up and die?  To date, as I’ve been putting a puzzle together,

besides the obvious - died with covid not from

Covid, I am consistently seeing my questions answered. He was healthy but got his yearly _u shot.

Hmmm. Maybe that’s why??!!!   Etc, the list is getting longer.  Like Dr Tenpenny on the 20 different

pathways it can harm.   And now we throw black fungus in the mix. The hole keeps getting dug

deeper.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

fvtomasch

Good article about Dr. Mercola at www.naturalnews.com

www.naturalnews.com/2021-07-31-mercola-legal-notice-nyt-stop-publishin..

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

fvtomasch

On a side note. Has anyone noticed that is you search www.mercola.com at Yahoo the #1 natural

health website does not come up? I have to use the search box in the corner. Maybe just me.

Posted On 08/01/2021
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DawnieR

WHY are people STILL using Globalist-controlled search engines IS THE QUESTION?! DuckDuckGo

and StartPage are just 2 that are NOT CENSORED./Globalist-controlled

STOP......USING......'THEIR'......SYSTEMS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

fvtomasch

DawnieR-Thanks for reminding me. I will switch to DuckDuckGo.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

roseann.graham22protonma

All of a sudden  www.mercola.com the #1 natural health website, which was on top of the search,

is now much further down on the search page.  A lot of junk is above it.  I am suspicious.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Longplay

When the FDA approves these therapies, having thrown out all of their rules, their mask will be ripped

off.  Sadly, half the populace will think it's just grand.

Posted On 08/01/2021
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jam9139

Trust52- I am so sorry about your daughter-in-law- I have a friend who is in the same predicament and

can’t see her grandson because her son-in-law has to “protect” the family. You can send her articles

about the vax, !"# to explain, but if she is a doctor- in my experience, they seem to be the most

brainwashed bunch about the vax. All you can do is pray and maybe talk to your son about manning up,

and not let her get away with this. Sorry, I don’t have better advice -the whole country (except for you all

on here!) have gone cookoo ! Will be praying for you

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

bowgirl

One jab does not Rt all.  I have had COVID,. A very mild case as I already take C,D, zinc and NAC to

boost my immune system.  I'm just getting over a summer cold( I never had one in the past) Maybe I

just had the D variant.   I have had Lyme and other vector borne diseases.  My doctor has not

recommended the  jab because of auto immune issues related to biotoxins.  Why would I let 80 yo

politicians try to tell me what is best for my health?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

agglebert

paul from the potomac got it right and congrats to him! the key takeaway from this article is simply

this, the guy GOT THE JAB despite his fears???? doesn't add up and again it smacks of controlled

opposition. follow the money!!!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Debby4576
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It didn't add up to me either.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Hercster

fawk the rich and their minions.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

thequest

thank you Vladimira for the video on Meltonin. Very interesting.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

mrcursh

There's no way to prove that he actually got the shot.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

stanleybecker

I think Malone is dumb enough to have submitted to the Death Shot ........... personal pride in one's

discoveries would have blinded him to the truth
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Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Ronald_H

When there are so many lies and so much propaganda and coercion with desperation and legal

protections from responsibilities for consequences, it must be assumed that you would not approve of

the truth and the agenda is diabolical.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

pvbeachbum15

Can someone share a (logical, non conspiratorial) reason that the government is so keen on mass

vaccination?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

stanleybecker

politicians are being BRIBED ......we know this as the PRzer contracts are being revealed and

clearly established that only bribery could have made politicians sign away their nation's rights

........... this is common sense and NOT conspiracy

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

CMT367

Biden's advisor on the covid crisis is Fauci of NIH. NIH owns half the patent to Moderna vax = big
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proRts for NIH. Mercola has many interviews from experts in the Reld on what's really going on in

BSL labs globally, and in research institutions re: virology. Watch a few Mikovits vids, research WEF,

agenda 21, Klaus Schwab, great reset, Bill/Melinda Gates Fndn, etc...look for the critical articles.

You have not done any of this?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Randyfast

How can you refer to a global, evil conspiracy, as non-conspiratorial?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

mrrobb

its called "CONTROL"....and the 'governments' are also controlled and have been for

centuries...mainly by the Rothschild money...simple history..wake up and turn off the TV..take a day

and watch this instead.....learn a bit before  your 5G  fries you

....>>>>>>>www.bitchute.com/video/s1nPYDj7KBEQ/?fbclid=IwAR3zN8F92wyrkRz9nbgDKjGC..

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

njlady

So why do you think they are pushing so hard for mass vaccination? Have you ever seen such a

reaction from ANY other "virus" in past decades? They have always pushed seasonal _u vaccines,

but this push is extraordinary...it's never been " get the shot or lose your job"...Money and Power is

 the bottom line...read past Mercola articles..a lot will become clearer to you.
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Posted On 08/01/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Logic forbids it.  You've limited answers through censoring logical responses.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

ThyroidGirl

Followed him on Twitter

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

pvbeachbum15

The NVIC link already dead.  Is it somewhere else?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

ina24275

I still get their emails and have access to their reports in the USA

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

herbaltops
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I am a member of VFF, NZ, and I greatly appriciate what you do. I also discovered in a nat.health mag.

that all the adverse reactions are known since 2002, _ue vaccines side effecys, Robert Koch

Inst.Germany

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Jgordz

Great information. The biggest disappointment here is that Dr. Malone got the shot himself, despite full

awareness of the dangers of the experimental therapy. I recall from the Dark Horse podcast that he got

the shot because he needs to be able to travel. I wonder what Dr. Malone is now doing to combat the

after effects of the shot? As so many of us are now being forced to take the shot via our employers or

other company with in_uence on our day to day lives, how can we deal with the highly concerning

effects? What does Dr. Malone do? Any supplements or off label drugs we should know about?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

NoFear11

Surely Dr Malone has enough intel and high up connections to have been given (and asked for) a

placebo as this version is clearly in all the experimental batches too ....(same as poster boys Boris

Johnson, Joe Biden, The Queen, Olympic and top athletes (a few now hospitalised overpaid

footballers weren’t so lucky!), and all the other “dirty” paid-off celeb promoters). What a total Rlth

show....

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

stanleybecker

Nietzsche called academics "leaned cattle" ............... that's why Malone took the shot
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Posted On 08/01/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Nietsche went insane & for the remainder of his life, such as it was, his sister cared for his most

basic needs.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

rplende

You need to start channels on Odysee, Brighteon and BrandNewTube.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

anmael

Y que esos canales traduzcan a todos los idiomas  hasta los mismos videos, como lo brinda el

doctor Mercola. De otro modo, la gente del mundo NO SE ENTERA. [ENG And that these channels

translate into all languages to the same videos, as dr. Mercola provides. Otherwise, the people of

the world DO NOT KNOW.]

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

CMT367

Rplende, you need to specify who you are addressing. Your post is a new thread
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Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Casimcea

Converted scientist? I personally had a great privilege to meet one back in the seventies while working

in the computer department of St. Bartholomew Hospital Medical School in London, department of

Nuclear medicine. He hired me as I changed career from the merchant navy to life on dry land. His

name was Professor Joseph  Rothblat.

(Sir Joseph Rotblat KCMG CBE FRS (4 November 1908 – 31 August 2005) was a Polish physicist, a

self-described "Pole with a British passport".[2] Rotblat worked on Tube Alloys and the Manhattan

Project during World War II, but left the Los Alamos Laboratory after the war with Germany ended. His

work on nuclear fallout was a major contribution toward the ratiRcation of the 1963 Partial Nuclear

Test Ban Treaty. A signatory of the 1955 Russell–Einstein Manifesto, he was secretary-general of the

Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs from their founding until 1973 and shared, with

the Pugwash Conferences, the 1995 Nobel PEACE Prize "for efforts to diminish the part played by

nuclear arms in international affairs and, in the longer run, to eliminate such arms."  This was his "what

have I done" moment and it looks to me this is what happens now to Dr. Robert Malone. Dr. Malone, my

deepest gratitude.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

mrrobb

humansarefree.com/.../5g-dangers

Posted On 08/01/2021
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stanleybecker

the BRAIN DEAD have nothing to worry about as there is nothing in the head to fry

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Randyfast

Stan; good one! They should have a label on their forehead that says: "Space for rent"!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

mrrobb

its not just the brain its also the entire body .organs and also actions....how some zombie  may act

toward other people..as in maybe set to kill or set Rres..or drive a truck thru a school or some other

disastrous act.... the highways are full of mindless idiots easch driving a ton of metal and plastic or

lithium batters in e cars that can cause some very nasty explosions and some very nasty Rres...

Stanley..even zombies have cars and guns ......

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Hi there Stan - they could soon have chips to fry!

Posted On 08/01/2021
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N_b2054

I am very disappointed I. The end of this discussion. At Rrst it sounded hopeful. For dr Malone to still

side with FDA and continued studied is ludicrous. And then to buy them out. Come on. No one is gonna

buy out Bill. To say we need more studies on the alternative medicine that we already know work, but

we didn’t do it for any of the vaccines. Very disappointing. Bill Gates: “ the world will not get back to

normal till the entire 7 billion of the world are vaccinated” Signed: never tested  never jabbed. Never

fooled. Also I believe here on Mercola it stated that PRzer is encouraging its investors by throwing out

33 billion revenues due to 3rd booster and going after kids. Isn’t that enuf people.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

kev3572

So many of us are thankful for all that you are doing! God bless you both for your courage standing up

for humanity and telling the truth. The word is spreading fast. People ARE WAKING UP AROUND THE

WORLD! WE HAVE YOUR BACK!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

StarPowerVitD

Wonder when Las Vegas will open up betting on the true purpose of these covid shots. My money

would be on population control via fertility disruption. As the govt ramps up its attack on younger

people and children - who have zero risk of serious sickness from covid - this theory will solidify.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

SupportTheTruth
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We support you Dr. Mercola.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Jez...

Some little twerp working for twitter tells a physician of Dr. Malone's position and experience to 'mind

his manners'!!!!?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

MarcusSpeer

yet another awesome article - and who would have thunk it - the Chairman of the Board of Reuters is

also on the Board of PRzer - what a surprise - NOT!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

BillBillBill

July 21, 2021 (LifeSiteNews) – A Canadian doctor claims he has seen blood clotting in the majority of

his patients who have had COVID-19 jabs and has issued a “grim” outlook that the worst is “yet to

come” due to potential “permanent” damage caused by the injections. “And so, I'm still trying to

accumulate more information. But on the ones I have so far, 62 percent of them have evidence of

clotting, which means that these blood clots are not rare. It means that the majority of people are

getting blood clots that they have no idea that they're even having,” said Dr. Charles Hoffe of Lytton,

British Columbia, in an interview with Vancouver-based Christian broadcaster Laura-Lynn Tyler

Thompson last week.   “So, Laura-Lynn, the most alarming thing about this is that there are some parts

of your body, like your heart and your brain and spinal cord and lungs, which cannot regenerate. When

those tissues are damaged by blood vessels, they are permanently damaged.”  
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Hoffe’s remarks are not his Rrst concerning COVID-19 injections.  In April, he was punished by his local

health authority because he raised concerns about the side effects he observed in some of those who

had received the Moderna COVID-19 jab within his community. Hoffe told Tyler Thompson that in a

single dose of one COVID-19 jab (Moderna) there are “40 trillion messenger RNA molecules” and that

only 25 percent of the jab stays at the injection site.  The rest of the COVID-19 injection, said Hoffe,

goes on to “circulate through the bloodstream, and end up in the tiny capillary vessels,” whereby one’s

body “then gets to work reading these genes and manufacturing trillions and trillions of COVID spike

proteins.”

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

rrealrose

Here's your link, for everyone's information: www.bitchute.com/.../mwSwvlCHGdy4

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

MarcusSpeer

Mmmm, I wonder what happens when you have half the population incredibly pissed off for being

coerced into taking a vaccine that was known to be unsafe, but were told was completely safe, only

to Rnd they have only a few years to live due to bloodclotting - sounds like a recipe for revolution.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

MarcusSpeer

I understood it was not through the bloodstream, but through the lymphatic system - either way,

they end up around all the capillaries of the body, creating micro clots.
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Posted On 08/01/2021

 

rrealrose

Yes, micro-clots may not be apparent on most test equipment. Not high enough resolution to

detect these? Or you can never Rnd what you are not looking for! (This could be similar to the

bisphosphonates, as the NIH did not ever see a drop in bone fractures. Finally, someone in the UK

took a bone sample to a facility with a high power microscope, and they reported Rnding brittle

bone with micro-fractures!)

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

retsgt63

So it’s ok for the CDC the White House and FDA to ignore the Nuremberg Code the Helsinki Agreement

and any other bio weapons agreement. But don’t you dear attempt to explain why you took a certain tax

exemption. These are scary times

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

brodiebrock12

zero accountability!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

connierod
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I just do not understand why Dr. Malone would take the jab with all that he knows about the gene

therapy. Does any one else think that is strange considering what he has said about all the above?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

He holds the vain hope of all 'evolving gods'.  He wants to evolve.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Longplay

Many of those who have suffered from the adverse effects are calling out for help.   If the makers of

these gene therapies were the beniRcent geniuses we are told the are, theyd be working on a way to

reverse what theyve done.  Are they?  I doubt it, and that telks us a lot.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

uneamie

If and when they can be held accountable for any damage done by these vaccines THEN and only then

I MAY consider "thinking about getting it".....but probably still won't. ha!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

brodiebrock12
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NOT a vaccine. An experimental medicine

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

rrealrose

Disagee with the end of this interview. Wth our corporatocacy in full force, if you leave out latest

business news, the picture is missing details, like watching an old black & white tv instead of color

streaming. Would be nice to have a running commentary column outlining the dates and conclusions

of Big Pharma's attempts and achievements to proRt (in some cases hugely) from this faked

pandemic. Case in point, here's the latest news from Merck:

www.fool.com/investing/2021/06/09/merck-cuts-a-billion-dollar-covid-19..  

No doubt the other pharma products already in development has cause this delay or suppression of

re-purposed drugs, as the FDA, as a camptive agency, could care less about the average American.

They know who is paying admission costs for drug approvals, Congress has set up a fast-track system

to increase their corporate income stream! Here's a list of the most promising (7) in the works:

www.genengnews.com/.../seven-up-and-coming-covid-19-drugs  

Instead of wondering where this virus came from (now know the variants come from the vaxxed) US

Congress should be taking a long, hard look at why so many Americans needed to die, while the FDA

Rddled, waiting for new drugs to go through their trials. This tyranny is stemming from the Federal

Budget Congress approves each year, where they FDA only receives about 30% from Congress,

therefore is motivated to rake in substantial income from their complex drug approval process, and

suppress all off-patent, cheap, safe solutions which threatens their benefactors. Not rocket science,

instead misguided, misdirected Agency management; combined with massive touches of Pharma

MaRa supporting our congresspeople into once.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Beentheredonethat2
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The constitution and laws already exist to provide remedy to this blatant campaign of terror. Its  the

principle that no man or woman can serve two masters well.  Since most elected representatives are

now in the services of special interest and bow to their every whim, we the people, the constituents, are

placed at the back of the line and only get what the true masters agendas project. Gorge Carlin said it

well..."It's a club and we ain't in it!" Nothing will change until the sleeping giant of the populace

awakens, with a rage. Even then I'm personally beginning  to believe that it may have gone too far and

unless there is divine intervention, there'll be no going back to any resemblance of truth, liberty and

justice for all.  Never has been actually.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

5807873

It's sad that this vital information will be deleted in 2 days.  With so much information to digest these

days, it really doesn't give enough time.  Can't this be archived somewhere else?

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

mandibular

I believe it was the Demon wrapped in _esh H. Kissinger who stated, (paraphrase)

The illegal we do immediately, the unconstitutional takes a bit longer..

Isn't it "cute" that the CBC, (Central Bank Clan) instructed their tools to create the Nuremberg "trials" in

which they framed/executed doctors for unethical actions (supposedly) carried out by the axis power,

then created int'l accords with laws to stop those unethical actions from occurring in the future - Yet,

here were are... violating those same laws to PROTECT/enhance the CBC's pharma bottom line..

Cute.

www.cirp.org/.../nuremberg
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Must be nice to be so powerful you're above the law and worshipped as a deity by a clinically ignorant

western culture, go team..

How does one say "we are screwed" in Yiddish?

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

exmouth123

I am curious why did Robert malone wait so long to whistleblow?  I can hardly understand him when he

speaks.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

M.H.Deal

John Galt is in Atlas Shrugged, not The Fountainhead.  

You can factcheck online or at your library's catalogue.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

LexiPWC

Can someone help me Rnd the actual source for this statement "By July 19, 2021, in the United States,

a total of 335 children under 18 had died with a COVID-19 diagnosis on their death certiRcate.8 An

analysis by Marty Makary and colleagues at Johns Hopkins, together with FAIR Health, showed none of

the children under 18 who died and were diagnosed with COVID-19 between April and August 2020

were free of preexisting medical conditions such as cancer.9" I tried to Rnd them and they don't appear

on link 8 or 9.  Thx!
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

JackSS

Did a vaccine really end polio???  I well remember the polio epidemic of the late 1940's and early

1950's before a vaccine was available.  I was very young then but remember the rumors regarding the

spread of polio.  People were speculating that the polio virus was being transmitted by dairy products.

 We young children were being told not to eat ice cream during the Summer!!!  The polio vaccine

became widely available in 1954 when I was six years old.  Also that year my Rrst grade class was

taken on a Reld trip to Twin Pines Dairy in Detroit.  The instructors at the dairy that were managing the

Reld trip were touting a brand new process being used on cow's milk called "Pasteurization" where the

milk was heated to, I believe, 108 degrees Fahrenheit for a brief time before undergoing

homogenization.  Pasteurization was soon universally adopted by the dairy industry.  So what really

ended the polio epidemic,  the vaccine or Pasteurization of dairy products??  Any feedback on this

conundrum, please email me at   jsshubindc@yahoo.com.  All the best, Jack

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

brodiebrock12

By far the most prostituted medicine (experimental or otherwise) in the history of prostituting

medicine. Not even a close 2nd. Absolutely criminal and advertised mostly using we the people's

taxpayer $$$'s. Here have a crème puff and will give you a dose...

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

ustarget
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The Heart: Understanding the vascular system, resilience & repair www.youtube.com/watch  

I got a lot more out of this video than this description indicates: "Dr. Zach Bush, Dr. Peter Cummings,

Dr. John Gildea, Dr. Peter Langsjoen, and Dr. Ali Langsjoen join together for an exploration into The

Heart. This discussion will illuminate the heart’s capacity for resilience and repair, reliance on

cholesterol, ramiRcations of statin drugs, and the innate function of the heart as the drumbeat of love

and life."

I discover why my parents died young and why nearly everyone I talk to is fatigued mentally and

physically.

Worth watching 10 to 15 times.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

It was an existential decision from the beginning: Do you want to live in a world like this, even if this

was the Black Plague?

By March, 2020, the hoax was clear. However, the multiple forms of poisoning the population produced

symptoms (think of 5G, chemtrails, and military-grade radars for which you cannot even buy an

instrument to measure the radiation).

When you check SAERS, most of the deceased had "preexisting conditions" by the time of their

untimely departure. (Well, lots of entries simply disappear from SAERS, too.) I am wondering how many

of these preexisting conditions were due to the general poisoning of the population... Moreover, people

die or suffer irreversible damages from the same batches.

If you know what you want and it's greater than mere survival, you cannot be intimidated or confused,

because you keep your eyes on the target.

Posted On 08/15/2021
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Astonished

Chances are the injected are going to start dropping like _ies in September. The blame will be placed

on the uninjected and lockdowns and forced injections will be instituted. You will not be allowed to

raise animals or grow your food for "security" reasons. More lockdowns, forced "vaccinations" enforced

by foreign mercenaries, probably dressed up as National Guard (why did 1.3 million illegals arrived in

this country this year, unless they were promised something?), and even worse are coming up,

including unleashing the zombie army on the uninjected or, for that matter, on each other, depending

which injections they have received.

By December, expect a three-to-seven-year-long power outage. Food shortages, no potable water, no

heat, plus the zombie army remote-controlled by 5G.

The sane will need a lot more than a good immune system against the drones and the robotic army,

probably posing as an alien attack and the power turned off, blamed on solar _ares, the Chinese, the

Russians, or all of them (people have been groomed these ways).

The survivors will be forced into accepting universal basic income in return for full compliance or

starve/freeze to death. No matter what, most of them will be eventually eliminated, possibly as “high

risk” people in “green zones.” Arbeit macht frei.

And no, the Chines and the Russians will not be coming; after all, who would need such a mess?

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

brodiebrock12

For sure...this Fall and winter season is gonna be absolute chaos on every level

Posted On 08/15/2021
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starrshine

How can I capture videos embedded in Mercola articles? I don’t see any links. It would be nice if there

were links for the vids included in the PDFs. Maybe I’m missing an easy way to do this. Will appreciate

comments. Thanks!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

Everybody is safe from COVID-19, because it exist only in computer models and on TV.

The miracle cures are probably as effective as peeing on a house Rre.

We are being microwaved alive. Add the spike proteins shed by the injected, and you get the full

picture.

Radiation by 5G and military-grade radars cause insomnia, increased body heat, hardness of breathing,

rapid and irregular heartbeat, and coughs. Sounds familiar? These are the so-called “COVID

symptoms.”

Lung and heart tissues will never regenerate, even if one stops the current in_ammation. OCPD,

emphysema, and heart failure are not curable.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

This is not about money; the monsters can have free money from the private bank that has been

issuing USD since 1913. In fact, USD is money that the American taxpayer "borrows" from the Fed at an
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interest; the second largest scam in the history of the world after Covid.

The jabs and the edicts are all about mass manipulation, control, and ultimately, genocide, in order to

"save the planet" from "useless eaters." The only hope I can see is that even the useful idiots will

ultimately realize that they will be exterminated as well.

Do NOT use the monsters' terminology; it's easy to Rnd proper substitutes...

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

The monsters are now using smart propaganda; confusion created by controlled opposition and trolls

faking to be with the people.

You can recognize them by noticing that

1. they feign accepting certain premises that are true;

2. they use the monsters' terminology (virus, vaccine, mask etc.);

3. eventually, they spread disinformation (e.g. “I know someone, who died of CV” or “CV is real”)

Sadly, in my experience, even independent, smart, and well-meaning people tend to be stuck between

the truth and the lies...

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

It makes no difference if the Kill Shot is FDA approved or not; it is NOT a vaccine, it is NOT gene

"therapy." It is a bioweapon targeting depopulation.
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

cybersoul

COVID-19 INJECTION

www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection

THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..

THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY

www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

cybersoul

Get the FACTS - nojabforme.info

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Almond

One man forced to serve the will of another is the deRnition of slavery.

Posted On 08/15/2021
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TheOrage

Would love Dr Mercola to ask Dr Robert Malone why he took the vaccine and when?  Did he have the

second jab?

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Siriusbe1

I have to be honest and comment that,after reading all of the above,there arose in me a profound sense

of disbelief about the absurdity of this on-going drama.In a nutshell ,the above has conRrmed my own

clear perception that so-called clever experts wielding considerable power and in_uence through their

positions and training need to become more mature and more aware.To put it bluntly,they are not

mature,they are childish.A scientiRc expert is dangerous unless his knowledge and expertise are

guided by the wisdom of spiritual presence.People like Bill Gates and the Rothschilds and their ilk are

doing what they are doing simply because, in their cleverness ,they fanatically believe they are doing

the right thing for the beneRt of the planet.That's why they are the most dangerous people. Adolf Hitler

had a similar mindset and was even supported by renowned intellectuals such as Hegel and

Heidegger.But do we ever learn?It seems not.Or at least that's what history tells us

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Clh8735

Please watch this interview with a former PRzer employee who has info there is poison in the covid

vaxes...graphine oxide!  Reason it’s not shown in ingred is a “trade secret” clause!  We are the test

dummies with each booster injecting more of this poison ...A BIOWEAPON in disguise.. suckers lining

up to be poisoned!  How many boosters will it take..,when will EMF’s be turned up...when will jabbed be

falling over dead?????? rumble.com/vkgdq7-deadly-shots-former-pRzer-employee-conRrms-poison-..
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

lof8121

Does anyone know where to Rnd the Federal law on Bioethics?  I need my children to be exempt from

tyrannical forced vaccines by public universities.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

ramseyanne

It says there's an ERROR when I try to access the conference.  Censorship at its' Rnest.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

kla5245

If this DR Malone is against the covid vaccine then why did he get one?   He didnt seem to state why he

felt he should have one if its suppose to be terrible.

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

my_RNA_DNA

This guy is a putz.  If he knew or suspected his poison mRNA invention could spell big trouble humans,

the time to stand up was well before the fake trials and the approved use by the FDA.  Not after his

stock holdings have gone up 5,000%.  Now, millions are injected with this crap and for most there is no

turning back.  I would  never trust Moderna, Malone or anyone in big pharma.
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Posted On 08/02/2021

 

wallguy

This all boils down to the "For the beneRt of all mankind...we know better than you mind tricks) And the

mid 1980s being granted no liabilities, free reign, carte blanche immunity on Vaxxine use, and for

future complications from abuse or errors of inoculants.   #NOTABOUTYOURHEALTH You have little

recourse right "NOW"....soon you will have absolutely "NONE".  Nightmares!

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

wallguy

Incredibly succinct, that at this crossroads in time we are blessed to have at our most desirable wishes,

a voice of knowledge and reason to remind us again of what is really been ongoing. And now it is vastly

more of greater importance that the United States Justice System do what it taken the oath and

promise to uphold it's due diligence to the nation of Americans. This I pray.   Thanks Dr. Malone and

Mercola for your bravery and shared distributions for our beneRt. ;-)

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

Kimmetzger71

For those of you being coerced into taking the jab: here's a form you can use from America's Frontline

Doctor's website. americasfrontlinedoctors.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/609462860f3394..

 There's one on there for minor children as well for school

Posted On 08/02/2021
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ofmeising

One major reason why I didn't get the shot (apart from my already having had Covid and so having

natural immunity) was because my understanding was that Dr. Malone, the inventor of the mRNA

method, had said that it was unsafe. Now I Rnd that he's taken the shot himself? What to think now?

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

Jackieh1965

Having watched the Doctors for Covid Ethics Symposium - updated links now attached it is clear that

this is about money, control and power.  Digital currency (Blackrock)

 www.ukcolumn.org/video/doctors-for-covid-ethics-symposium-session-1-th..    

www.ukcolumn.org/video/doctors-for-covid-ethics-symposium-session-2-th..

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

gregorliddell

I think there is an error where "Wikileaks even went so far as " should read "wikipedia". I very much

doubt wikileaks would have erased him, they're the quintessential pro truth organisation.

Posted On 08/02/2021

 

iannestewart

Stay strong Dr Mercola  . God Bless you a thousand times
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Posted On 08/01/2021

 

hvhy.org

Hello. What's going on now with the pandemic and criminal activity by scientists and pharma and

politicians and so on is prophetically written about in the book of Revelation chapters 9 and 18. The

word sorcery in those chapters is from the Greek word  pharmakeia. Looks and sounds like

pharmaceutical. Right? That's what it is and it's been going on for a long long time. It's part of the one

world order.  Let's have one purse the Bible calls it. We are living in the end of this current earth age or

dispensation. It's nothing to worry about. Both the devil (as antichrist) and Christ Himself will appear

on the scene before we transform into the next dispensation called the Millennium or the Day of the

Lord.  And don't worry about US of A  for the Bible says that all its enemies shall attack it 10 to 15

minutes both in Alaska and North of Israel prior to Christ's return and God shall take care of the

attackers with hail storms with hails heavy as 150 kg each. But remember the devil will be here Rrst for

2.5 months playing Christ. For more information to be prepared search  Are You Lied To About The

Bible? And don't forget that we are the ones that shall make His enemies for His foot stool so we need

to work on that before He returns. Dr Mercola is one who works hard on it. God Bless.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Rakaiaawa

What a distressing article. I have not had the vaccine but my daughter has along with many other

citizens of this earth.  I guess my concern is where to now? Are there supplements that these poor

souls could take to help lessen the known/unknown long term affects of this COVID Vaccine?

 Hopefully there must be some kind of antidote, or way of living, that can lessen the long-term side

effects of this vaccine.  I hope there are some honest souls working towards this end. !!   ! ! ! !

Posted On 08/01/2021
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CMT367

Find an MD willing to treat you with the EARLY approved meds if you have symptoms.  Look up

Zelenko protocol. You can buy the meds thru the mail from americasfrontlinedoctors.org  or Rnd

info there on how to get the meds from elsewhere.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Collimator

R., I just watched a recent interview of Richard M. Fleming MD PhD JD by Del Bigtree, leading me to

Fleming's site www._emingmethod.com and his lecture there 'Bases2021 SARS ...'; at ~1hr20min

into the video, he states that the 'ultimate bioweapon' is a Prion; that the S1 spike protein segment

might be blocked with heparin (or less effectively with enoxaparin) for those who unfortunately

take the jab (heparin is also part of the FLCCC protocols, etc.). According to Fleming: SARS-CoV2

and the 'genetic modiRcation treatments' ['vaxxes'] are both bioweapons; the virus, at least, if not

controlled such as with therapy, may lead to Prion disease (e.g. spongiform encephalopathy or

CJD), a slowly-developing deterioration leading to neurological disease, brain damage, and heart

disease in younger ones. The Prion is one of the nefarious artiRcial additions to the virus genome.

The prions enter one's body either from person-to-person viral transmission, or by formation of

proteins in cells caused by the 'vaxx' injections. Whether any non-prescription or other anti-Prion

treatment exists or can be made, will need further research. Fleming calls for a Nuremberg

2.0-type prosecution of all the perps. Unfortunately heparin is prescription-only, administered via

intravenous or subcutaneous injection; an anticoagulant, it could help counteract negative effects

of the 'clot shots.' Dr. Peter McCullough also states that the creation/dissemination of SARS-CoV2

was one bioweapon lobbed at us, and the rollout of the 'genetic modiRcation treatments' ('vaxxes')

was a second bioweapon. Just imagine how many additional nails into one's conn will be provided

by the proposed 'booster shots' supposedly needed to counteract the never-ending 'variants'

produced by those very same injections which narrow our immune system's focus and lead to

'immune escape.' It would seem to be a diabolically clever scheme to ensure a never-ending 'killing'

for Pharma proRts (until population drops ...)!
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Posted On 08/02/2021

 

mam7849

Link is already gone!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

CMT367

Do NOT attempt to access thru google. Use duckduckgo

www.protectinghealthandautonomyinthe21stcentury.com  works as of 8-1-21 PM.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

jphanson

Canadians are so brainwashed. It’s pathetic. Most have no clue. Sad.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

sopricon

Watching the Olympics two questions come to mind.  Number one is how are the other countries

handling this covid shot, especially the take it whether you like it or not part?  Number two, when we

opened the door for anyone to come into our country why is there not a rush from all the other

countries to get in? Seems by far most of the other countries citizens are happy where they are and

those coming here are from a small part of the earth.
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Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Nat

Hercster - I'm not sure whether you are an Australian but most Australian cities have had _uoridated

water supplies for more than 40 years. Australians were apathetic prior to the introduction of

_uoridated water but, as the saying goes, "who cares?" Apathy or not, ordinary people are not going to

be trampled on for ever. When the masses realize that they have been duped and that things are never

going to return to the way they were, they will get angry. It's not written in the papers but it's written on

the walls, the way this country is going to fall. (The The - Heartland.)

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

VickyBaze

Thank you Darzoum, I heartily agree there needs to be informed consent!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

StarPowerVitD

It’s interesting that about half the population got the shot. The normal curve of IQ suggests half the

population is ‘below average’. I realize that the vast majority of those shunning the shots are

conservative/Republican, however, the IQ measure suggests that functional intelligence may be not

measured by the test. In other words, just because your IQ is above average doesn’t mean you’ll behave

in an intelligent manner.

Posted On 08/01/2021
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StarPowerVitD

Regarding bill gates...his wife accepted his paedophilic ties to Epstein yet divorced him recently

probably based on what she learned regarding his role in these gene experimental shots.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

grulla

".....on what she learned regarding his role in these gene experimental shots." And everything else

Gates is involved with, including controlling the world's food supply. I cannot imagine that she (and

their three children) are oblivious as to what is going on with Gates' reputation, and she may be

trying to quietly and descreetly ease her way out of the picture over time??? Had Eva Braun only...

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

sopricon

$100.00 for taking the shot? Does mean each shot and a booster also? It will be interesting to see how

many go to different places to get more shots and $100.00 bills and die from overdosing. Of course it

will be the unvaccinateds fault. How about the already vaccinated, they just missed out by obeying and

taking it early.  When Rred for not taking it, have the employer give you in writing why you were forced

and threaten to sue if the shot causes any harm to  you.  Easiest thing to do is just say NO! Look up a

Native American Medicine person or an herbal medicine person from the South that gathers their own

medicine. All of these fancy named cures all have old timey natural beginnings just renamed to be

sold.

Posted On 08/01/2021
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mjnelson999

Ivermectin info is being deliberately suppressed online. FLCCC Dr. Pierre Kory is one place to get

thorough info. I found out my own doctor is taking massive amounts of Ivermectin since there is lots of

Covid in our city. I would not dare dose that high, period. And notice that the inept FDA says Ivermectin

does not work for COVID. Liars?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Llcarr

Why is the government pushing this vaccine so urgently. Why would Canada go behind parents backs

and lure kids with ice cream to get them vaccinated? I don't understand why? Why?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

sgs2014

The PDF transcript does not show the comments beyond about 50 minutes.  Will there be a complete

transcript provided?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

cat6312

Didn't I read that Dr. Malone got the Covid Shot?  This is in the Rrst few paragraphs.  I would like to hear

his reasoning in getting the shot.
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Posted On 08/01/2021

 

mar9779

The links to the NVIC now point to a "page not found 404" .

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

mjnelson999

Try using bitchute.com or maybe the link is not accurate?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

CMT367

stop using google. use other browsers.americasfrontlinedoctors.org

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

grulla

I recently had many "404" issues also, and then Rnally had my Linux OS updated/upgraded which

solved most all of those problems as well as properly being able to function well on this forum.

And I had my IP tech replace what little Chrome browser was left, with FoxRre, and still go on using

duckgo for my online searches.

Posted On 08/15/2021
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MarcusSpeer

the vaccine is the Rve point palm exploding heart technique - a couple of taps on your chest - and you

think, "oh, that wasn't too bad" - walk away and after the third step, you drop dead! it's Kill Bill(ions)

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

balhawk

The gulf between people's observations and the propaganda is widening too rapidly for the lie to be

maintained much longer.  Have heart, fellow lovers of freedom, however ampliRed their voices may be,

the true believers in the lunacy are a minority, at least in the US. Most Americans don't support such an

attack on truth and liberty, but are simply unaware of it.  They're simply going along, trusting the

"experts".  For now.   I was at a protest last weekend, and there were many, many times more people

honking in support than expressing disapproval.  A very high percentage of those who drove by, and

very passionate in their support.  Very few middle Rngers.  But a large percentage also simply

continued driving without showing any indications of how they felt one way or the other. But to boil

frogs in water without them jumping out, the heat has to be turned up very slowly.   Because of the

failure of the jabs, they're turning up the heat too fast in a desperate attempt to get a needle in every

arm before enough get hip to the scam.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

mjnelson999

We are now in Dirty Dozen land. Wish I knew who they all are. I know Sherri Tenpenny is there.

Posted On 08/01/2021
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holbr148

People so want to believe the government & want the government to take care of them that they

believe everything they are told. Millions have joined the First Church of the Vaccinated and it is almost

impossible to change their mind even when the evidence is right in front of them. They are already

lining up to get their vaccine for the vaccine

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

jlake2002

With his background, and having received the COVID shot himself, he can hardly be called an

"anti-vaxxer" and/or someone who doesn't believe in gene therapies.

Why have all you commenters overlooked the statement that says Malone has received the COVID

vaccine?  This alone contradicts any statement that he believes the vaccine is unsafe, as someone with

his background he would have done all his research prior to accepting the vaccine, if he felt it was

unsafe.  It seems to me that the interviewer should have pressed Malone on why he proceeded with the

vaccination if did not believe it was safe and effective.  The main point of Malone was pointing out the

bioethics in the administration of the vaccine, not necessarily speaking to the actual viability of the

vaccine itself.  If you want people to see the dangers of the vaccine, then having someone like Malone

state he has received it but without explanation as to why he did even with his identifying the bioethics

violations, you won’t succeed in convincing the other 50% that it is unsafe.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

mrrobb

humansarefree.com/2021/05/canadian-government-lures-children-with-ice-..  this is that sick SOB

trudoors that needs to be replaced
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Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Krofter

It's all part of the program - enslavement via injection of medical devices that are controllable by wave

form tech.  I know, it sounds far fetched, but here's proof -

secularheretic.substack.com/p/graphene-oxide-epidemic-2-the-transhuman..

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

paulmmerry

I do not think the Transcript Download is complete. It downloads as 16 pages and appears to leave out

the last 25-30 minutes. How can get a complete transcript??

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

lindacooperlimitedme.com

The conference videos have already been taken down. :(

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Gets my goat.  'High ethical standards'.....such were forced out of the 'professions' YEARS ago.  Those

compromising to get ahead were glad to see them go, and actively participated in the 'sorting'.  What
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did it gain anyone?

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

mrrobb

It is a matter of record that sodium _uoride has been used for behavior control of populations. In an

"Address in reply to the Governor's Speech to Parliament," [Victorian Hanstard, August 12, 1987, Nexus,

Aug/Sept 1995], Mr. Harley Rivers Dickinson, Liberal Party Member of the Victorian Parliament for

South Barwon, Australia, made a statement on the historical use of _uorides for behavior control.

"Mr. Dickinson reveals that, "At the end of the Second World War, the United States Government sent

Charles Elliot Perkins, a research worker in chemistry, biochemistry, physiology and pathology, to take

charge of the vast Farven chemical plants in Germany. While there, he was told by German chemists of

a scheme which had been worked out by them during the war and adopted by the German General

Staff. This scheme was to control the population in any given area through mass medication of

drinking water. In this scheme, sodium _uoride will in time reduce an individual's power to resist

domination by slowly poisoning and narcotising a certain area of the brain, and will thus make him

submissive to the will of those who wish to govern him. Both the Germans and the Russians added

_uoride to the drinking water of prisoners of war to make them stupid and docile."

And add the decades of being poisoned with Florine  to the TV Hype and the newspaper hype and 1-4G

 radiation ..and more.......its no wonder why millions lay down and roll up their sleeves and say "Jab Me

a few times"    Hahaha.... How f&^king  dumb can the world be ?? And I am just and OldMan on

MyMountain......smirking ...      www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Moral of the story?  No honor among thieves.  Fall in with thieves in the worship & pursuit of the gold &

the glory, and there will be no end to the sorrows.  Proverbs 1 KJB.  And, look at that: 33 verses no less.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/mrrobb/default.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-N0IjBgyFoE
https://articles.mercola.com/members/fundamentalassumptions/default.aspx
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 Straight & to the point, & the state of a man's heart determines whether he applies them with Christ or

the spirit & fulRllment as a follower of the antichrist fake as his end, to the glory of God or deceiving his

own self.
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cybersoul

THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity  ~ COVID-19 INJECTION

www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  ~ THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..
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motorhead911

link for access now to viac is not correct  , please Rx

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

mrrobb

Dr. Robert Malone took the jab??????   LOL..and my chickens have lips , How much BS can people eat

before they wake up???  none these political pukes got a real 'Jab"  its all "Show and Tell"  duhh....its

"Make believe"  .....kinda like 'Monkey see,Mmonkey do'....and millions believe this

bullsh!t.......Hahahahaha I really can understand how really effective the decades of Fluorine in water

can be...and decades of brushing with toothpaste  containing' Fluoride'  make billions DUMB!!!!!!!!!!

Proven many years ago  that Florine  make people stupid and docile

 www.newmediaexplorer.org/chris/2005/05/17/_uoride_to_make_prisoners_s..

https://articles.mercola.com/members/cybersoul/default.aspx
https://www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity/
https://www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection/
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Posted On 08/01/2021

 

auggie123

When can I get my ice cream cone (don't tell mom or dad) - unf@@king believable...

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

nevergiveout

THANK YOU !!!!!!!

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

Cbushpilotgmail.com

The demons have taken the page down
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sai73491

I have great respect for Dr. Malone and have watched videos of him.  To get by without being labeled a

troublemaker in today's society requires deception, self-sabotage, and remaining silent in the face of

evil. That's why Scripture warns that broad is the way that leads to destruction; narrow is the way that

leads to life and few there be that Rnd it. “It is no measure of health to be well adjusted to a profoundly

sick society.” ― J. Krishnamurti

"Here's to the crazy ones, the misRts, the rebels, the troublemakers, the round pegs in the square

https://articles.mercola.com/members/auggie123/default.aspx
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holes… the ones who see things differently -- they're not fond of rules… You can quote them, disagree

with them, glorify or vilify them, but the only thing you can't do is ignore them because they change

things… they push the human race forward, and while some may see them as the crazy ones, we see

genius, because the ones who are crazy enough to think that they can change the world, are the ones

who do." — Steve Jobs, US computer engineer & industrialist. A WARNING TO ALL:

 www.nwotoday.com/gun-control-your-choices-and-your-responsibilities
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fundamentalassumptions

And no spring should offer the pure & corrupt both.... Krishnamurti? Even he admitted he was

deceived & used by cultic men & women, chosen & cultivated as a child into being their tool.

 Proverbs 25:26  A righteous man falling down before the wicked is as a troubled fountain, and a

corrupt spring. And, Jobs 'got ahead', didn't he?  He had no hope of heaven, cast all his hopes on

the perishing.
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Vladimira

Krishnamurti rejected the deception and he returned all the millions of dollars and castles that

were gifted to him. He chose to live truth. He chose to rise. He chose the hard way of Rnding out

for himself instead of listening to others. He chose to save himself, instead of waiting for someone

to save him (as the idiots are waiting for Jesus). He might not have been perfect, but he did a

major effort to live truth.
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WanderingBoo

http://www.nwotoday.com/gun-control-your-choices-and-your-responsibilities
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Also, in the video I watched Dr. Malone is recommending the not-vax for anyone over 35. 35?!! I'm 58

and in better shape than a lot of 35 y/o's thanks to following the advice of doctors like Mercola.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

nevergiveout

Thank You for the downloadable transcript.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

JustMeOtessa

truth11.com/2021/07/28/warning-to-all-medical-practitioners-doctors-an..
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DawnieR

For ANYONE to 'believe' in 'gene therapy', or ANY other 'thing' that messes with the HUMAN body's

NATURAL WORKING SYSTEM......is a PSYCHOPATH. HUMANS do NOT NEED ANY kind of 'vaccine'!!

MOTHER NATURE (or, god, if you prefer) has provided HUMANS with NATURAL DEFENSES. Mother

Nature has also provided HUMANS with a planet FULL of remedies if a HUMAN should NEED them. All

of these 'MAD SCIENTISTS' today?.......they put the NaziGermany PSYCHO'S to SHAME!!!!! The

NaziGermany PSYCHO MAD SCIENTISTS wouldn't be able to hold a candle to THESE individuals!!

 So-called 'doctor' Robert Malone?..........LIVE BY THE SWORD............!!!!!!!!!!!!! He's unleashed HELL on

Earth!!

https://articles.mercola.com/members/nevergiveout/default.aspx
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trust52

This is probably the wrong thread to ask this question but I need a rebuttal quickly.  Daughter in law a

doctor in NYC and is pregnant with her second child  (she was one of the Rrst to get the Covid PRzer

jab)  and now doesn’t want to visit us or  to be a part of my grandson‘s life and her and her unborn baby

unless we get the jab .. per her pediatrician. “It is unconscionable that you let your 18 month old son

see his grandparents who are not vaccinated “
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stanleybecker

it seems to me that you have inherited a daughter in law with NO emotional feeling towards

yourself .......... this is the question of "why this uis so" that you must answer ......... she is a high

achiever that has no common sense ........... did her parents drive her too hard to succeed??? ......

and she fell in love with your son ........... where are his balls????

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

agglebert

seems like somebody wasted lots of $$$ putting her through med school.

Posted On 08/01/2021

 

njlady
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Maybe you should print out some Mercola covid articles and snail mail them to her, ...articles sent

by email or text can easily be deleted without ever seeing its contents. Maybe something in the

hard copy, actually in her hands, will attract her eye and interest..then ask her why she thinks her

sources for covid information are more credible than yours..because we all know they are

absolutely not!
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Randyfast

Obviously; the most contagious element in this scamdemic, is INSANITY/PARANOIA!...not much

that those of us not "infected" can do about that!
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MiketheAngel

We, as unvaxxed grandparents, were in the same situation. We were told not to visit because the

grandchild's preschool would require him to quarantine for ten days. Not a state requirement, the

school's. Then, something changed and it was okay to visit. Not sure what. Your d-in-law is acting

out of fear. Fear shuts down logic and reason. Presenting her with facts and data will have no

effect. The constant fear mongering from the media, government, her coworkers, etc... very hard to

ignore. Fear impacts the immune system and her fear has likely infected your son and grandson.

She does her family a disservice. It is becoming more obvious that the vaxes are providing little

protection from infection and transmission. So, perhaps try to address the fear, not the virus?

See www.pnas.org/.../5995  . " These data provide support for a model suggesting that prolonged

stressors result in GCR, which, in turn, interferes with appropriate regulation of in_ammation.

Because in_ammation plays an important role in the onset and progression of a wide range of

diseases, this model may have broad implications for understanding the role of stress in health."

Glucocorticoid receptor resistance (GCR). And: New research uncovers fresh evidence to suggest

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
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that frequent exposure to negative emotions may have an important impact on the functioning of

the immune system. www.medicalnewstoday.com/.../324090  . If you are asymptomatic and test

negative it is only irrational fear preventing your visits. And that fear is undermining the health of

your sons family. Good luck.

Posted On 08/01/2021
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